Second Class Postage Pending
At Biddeford, Maine

NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS

Gawain Butler (Gawain Hanover-Keewaydin Es) edged out K.C. Three in the $5,000 feature pace on closing night at Foxboro Raceway driven by Dave Pinkney Jr.

FOXBORO CLOSER
TO GAWAIN BUTLER”
By SHARIANNE WALKER

(Foxboro)... Foxboro
Raceway
closed out its 1984 meet on Sunday
night with the highest handle and
attendance in recent history. A
special
New
Years
calendar
promotion drew a crowd of 3,826 who
bet $455,859 which beat a recent
record crowd and handle established
the preceding Sunday •
The battle of the preferred han
dicap pacers was won by Gawain
Butler and David Pinkney, Jr. as the
5 year old son of Gawain Hanover
closed in the stretch to edge out his
main rival K C Three. The Gawain
Butler v. K C Three rivalry had been
building throughout December with
the two classy pacers virtually
splitting every preferred handicap
between them. They entered Sunday
night’s
event
with
identical
December records but Gawain
Sutler claimed the championship of
ie Sunday night $5,000 feature
affair, going the mile in 2:01.
Wendell Donaway’s K C finished

second with Disco Dancer N, who
had led most of the way grabbing the
show spot.
Two wins for veteran driver Jim
Doherty also highlighted the closing
night performance. In the second
race, the crafty pilot took Currituck
Vernon to his third straight victory,
pacing the mile in 2:02.4. In the
sixth, Doherty pulled off a minor
upset with the brown gelding 5 year
old Lobo Baron. Kim Crawford
handling Oldfield finished second.
Doherty and Lobo returned $25.00 to
win with the Lobo and Oldfield
perfecta
combination
paying
$177.60.
Canadian native David Pinkney,
Jr. finished a top the leading drivers
list by compiling and impressive .366
average for the year. With 480 starts
to his credit, the 25 year old had 103
firsts, 82 seconds, and 82 thirds for a
total of 1583 points. Peter Blood and
Willard Beckwith provided the main
competition for Pinkney, a massing

.333 and .291 averages respectively.
Steve LeBlanc and Steve O’Toole
tied for the fourth spot with .282
averages.
Young Meadow Farms of Hadley,
Massachusetts’ main man Steve
Zajchowski held on to his position on
the leading trainers list with his .334
average. Leonard LeBlanc took
second spot with a .301 mark with
Foxboro stalwart Bert Beckwith
claiming the third position with a
.292 average to his credit.
Steve LeBlanc took the leading
dash driver crown with 153 wins in
his back pocket. The 23 year old
from Gardner, MA. is having a
banner year at the %ths oval.
“ Everything has gone my way,”
says LeBlanc, “ a lot of catch drives
and a lot of good horses.” LeBlanc
has been driving for five years,
swinging naturarily into the sport at
his father Leonard’s farm. When he
was only 17, he was one of three
drivers in the world in their teens to

3”

have an under 2 minute drive. Now,
six years later, he’s one of the
busiest and brightest in the fast
company at Foxboro.
Foxboro Raceway announced that
seasons passes for 1984 will be
honored through March 1, 1985.
Patrons currently holding these
passes need only present them at
either grandstand or clubhouse
entrance for free admission when
racing resumes in January.
Foxboro Raceway will re-open on
January 25th, 1985 for its 38th year of
harness racing. The three week shut
down period will be used for major
renovations of the plant. Extensive
remodeling has already begun at the
track with workmen currently
concentrating them efforts on the
refurbishment of the clubhouse.
A closing note to all...Foxboro
Raceway management and staff
would like to extend to you and yours
our best wishes for a healthy and
happy new year!

* IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
Jan. 25 - Northeast Harness News renewals due for 1985 - Check address label.
Jan. 17 - Maine Harness Racing Commission m eeting - Augusta Civic Center.
Jan. 19 - Maine Harness Horsemen’s Association m eeting and awards banquet - Augusta,
Jan. 19 - S.O.A.N.E. awards banquet • Red Snapper - Walpole, Mass.
Jan. 22 - Maine Agricultural Trades Show, Civic Center - Augusta, Me.
Jan. 24 - Maine Fair Association meeting - Bangor, Me.
Jan. 25 - Foxboro Raceway opener.
Jan. 26 - Maine Fair Association Banquet, Bangor, Maine

Jan. 26 - Connecticut Valley Trotting Association Banquet - Northampton, Mass.
Feb. 1 - New Hampshire Stallion registration due - $100.
Feb. 2 - M.S.B.O.A. meeting and awards banquet - Lewiston, Me.
Feb. 10 - Lewiston Raceway opener
Feb. 11 - Standardbred Tax Seminar - Biddeford High - Biddeford, Me.
Feb. 15 - Lewiston Raceway Early Bird Siries (Nominations Close)
Feb. 15 - Maine Breeders 2 and 3 yr. old continuations due.
Feb. 15 - New England Sulky Championship Three Year Old Sustaining Payment - $200.

NOTICE! Is your subscription about to expire? Cheek vour address label above. Help keep rates down by renewing
^ ^ ^ ^ Imn^ediajely^DonT m issa sin^le is^ue!^ Don’ t delay...Save over single copy issue! The Editor
W .X x x x ^ x x
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M.S.B.O.A.

------------- Letters To The Editor

To The Editor:
Tufts
University
School
of sister to the dam of Valiant Bret
Veterinary Medicine is once again P,3,1:59.1 — $253,796 and she is the
pleased to announce that the classic grand dam of Shock Treatment —
Annual Meeting and Banquet
stallion son of Meadow Skipper, P,1:54.4 — Matron, by Golden
“ Cavalcade,” will stand his third Money Maker out of Lady Ette, who
season at stud here at the Large is the dam of Alibi P,2,l:59.4 —
Animal Hospital in North Grafton, Queenly Joy, who’s second dam is a
Massachusetts. His stud fee will sister to the dam of Hot Hitter
106 Middle St.
(Parking Lot On Bate St.)
Lewiston,Me. remain
at $1,000 for 1985 as it has P,3,l:54 — $963,574 and Daisies
Never Tell, a Parson’s Bret P,1:57.3
been
for
the past two seasons.
3:00 P.M. Business Meeting
6:00 P.M. Happy Hour
We would like to congratulate the mare that should cross well to
7:00 P.M. Buffet Dinner
owners, trainers, drivers and Cavalcade. We anticipate that
grooms of the (21) sons and healthy foals will be available for
February 2,1985
$9.50 Per Person
daughters from “ Cavalcade’s” first selection during the fall of 1985.
crops that have taken records of 2:00
Requests for breeding contracts
Pay In Advance and Avoid The Confusion!
or better according to the November may be directed to: Meadowbrook
6,1984 USTA Stallion Report.
Farm, P.O. Box 278, Webster, MA
Checks Payable To:
511 Blackstrap Rd.
A special congratulations to the 01570, Tel: 617-943-2706 Days; 617“ French Leave” p,l:57.1 con 943-6979 Evenings.
Nancy Smith, Treas.
Falmouth, Me. 04105
nection. French Leave has earned
Cavalcade may be seen at Tufts
$229,410 to date. Another son of during normal visiting hours or by
(Annual Dues Of *10.00 May Also Be Paid At This Time)
Cavalcade, “ Marathon Star” P,l:57 appointment.
has earned $129,291 to date.
The facilities, services and staff at
RESERVATION REQUEST
Total Amount Enclosed:
Names In Party:
For those of you who may be in the Tufts University School of
terested
in
purchasing
a Veterinary Medicine are available
“ Cavalcade” foal. Tufts University for your consultation should you
Large Animal Hospital is anxiously have any questions relating to the
awaiting for five of it’s broodmares veterinary care of your faithful
to foal Cavalcade foals early in 1985. friends.
Our present broodmare band con Sincere regards from the Section
sists of Vesta’s Dream P,3,2:01, 12 of Reproduction at Tufts University.
wins at 3 and 4 — $41,484. She is a full _______________ Dr. R.M. Lofstedt
Dear Jean
This letter is an attempt to correct track and to expand the paddock,
some of the impressions conveyed This was very tough to do for a small
by Mr. Norton’s letter of Oct. 19 and Fair located in a very rural area
SUBSCRIBERS NOTE: Expiration date for your subscription will to perhaps place the whole matter of with low population and relatively
be printed on your address label with each issue from now on. Back stake races in better perspective.
low income. The result of our efforts
Mr. Norton’s letter is incorrect as was a fine, safe, all-weather track
issues to January will no longer be mailed with a new subscription,
as was the previous policy. Newspapers will be sent for one year none of the Sires Stakes were raced that would be a credit to any race
as betting events at Farmington this meet anywhere. I might mention
from the date of payment. Please contact Editor if there are any partiuclar
year. Last year 4 were that a considerable amount of this
problems concerning subscriptions. Thank you.
raced as betting. This fall each race work was accomplished on a
was carefully discussed with the volunteer basis by our local HorThe Northeast Harness News is published monthly for $10.00 per year by Jean B. presiding judge and the race semen’s group. In view of the poor
Emerson RFD No. 3, Box 359 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine 04072. Second class postage Secretary and it was decided in each conditions existing at some Maine
pending at Biddeford, Maine. Postmaster send address changes to Northeast instance that the races, as drawn tracks we fully expected that our
Harness News RFD No. 3 Box 359 Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.
this year, were not as competitive as efforts would be well received by
other races could be. In the 3 year horsemen racing here,
old filly pace it was evident that Instead of thanks from the
there could have been two excellent Breeders Assoc, we were met with
betting events, providing the fillies great hostility and antagonism by
could be seeded, by past per- their representatives who seemed
Your Name:
Date:
formance , in each division, only concerned with the one aspect
However we were told by the State of stake races not being held as
Old Address:
Steward that this was against the betting events. They apparently
rules. Thus, the races were drawn cared nothing about the racing
State:
Zip:
City:
by lot, and as a result there were a surface or the other efforts that had
few stickouts in each division. Now I been made at great expense in their
New Address:
observed carefully each race as behalf. In fact the inference was
contested and there was only one made that we did not program the
State:
Zip:
iCity:
race, (one division of the 3 year old events as betting because the Fair
filly pace), that could have been did not want to contribute the
Please notify of a change immediately as third class mail is not forwarded. construed as truly competitive, average regular purse amount to the
Thus, as I see it, in retrospect, we stakes purse. Nothing could be
Return t<.: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.
made one mistake! If only one further from the truth. Money never
division had been raced as betting it entered into the discussion in the
-j raises the question of fairness to the decision to hold the races as nonIparticipants of the other division betting. In fact, a check of our past
Iwhen considering money earnings performance would indicate clearly
Ifor the final.
that Farmington has way overpaid
There certainly was no attempt to the
M.H.H.A.
average
purse
downplay the importance of the agreement each year,
stake races; in fact quite to the We have been supportive of the
contrary. All of the stakes were Sires Stakes program and many of
For those interested in the Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficiency j programmed between the betting us have participated. A few years
initial subscriptions and renewals will be accepted immediately on a once yearly basis. I races and none of the stake events back the fastest 2 year old trotting
I were contested before the first filly in the Stake Events was owned
Don’tdelay — save over single copy issue!
I betting
race.
This
afforded and trained right here.
I miximum
exposure
from
the I would suggest that the Breeders
__
I standpoint of the people attending. Assoc, try to elect or designate some
Make checks payable to: Northeast Harness News tplU.UU PCr yCRT I The races had advance publicity and. member who can work calmly and
j the entries were printed in the local, constructively
with
track
Renew
Print M ailing Address
New
papers. We believe the stake races: management to arrive at a better
did help to draw the fans, but we fail understanding.
Hopefully
this
DATE:
NAME:.
Jto see the importance of betting designate would know a good track
I versus non-betting. It is well to note when he sees it, be able to view more
I that some other tracks this year than one side of any problem that
ADDRESS:
I
raced very few of these stakes as might exist and sort out those who
1
1
1I betting.
are really friendly to his association.
1
ZIP:
II Last fall and this spring FarSincerely yours,
I
1|mington expended a large sum to
1
Morris R. Wing
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd., Saco, Me. 04072
11completely rebulld and resurface its
K Franklin County Agricultural Soc.

Steckino’s Restaurant

Notice

Change Of Address Form

It’s Subscription Time....
► Don’t Miss A Single Issue! j
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The whole Dam family is getting better and better!
MEADOW SKIPPER’S daughter,

PROPELLER has the necessary background to be a top producer

as she is a full or half sister to NAUTICAL p. L57.3, MR. V.G. p. 2:00.4 and to the dams of ENFILADE p. 1:58
and LANE ALLEN ROAD p. 1:59.1.

PROPELLER

p.2, 2:02.1m 4, 2:00.1m had a sensational year in 1984....

• Piper Lobell p. 2, l:57-’ 83 sold for $90,000 on April 8th at the Meadowlands and has gone on to earn over $100,000.
• Two-year old, Pierre Lobell paced to a 1:59.lh. win in *84 in the'New York Sires Stakes and Was chosen by the Harness Horse
Breeders ol 1V.Y. as “ Two Year Old Colt Facer of the Year” at their annual banquet.

Pierre Lobell (Flying Bret-Propeller) annexes another win at Saratoga Raceway in the New York Sire Stakes.

Her 1976 foal

REBEL BRET

p. 2, 2:04 3, 2:00.2h T.T. 1:57.3m

Winner of Sagamore Hill Series at Roosevelt Raceway with earnings of $78,743, is a son of

BRET HANOVER p# 2,

1:57.2 3, 1:55.4 T.T. 1:53.3 Premier Sire at Castleton Farm

Rebel Bret has produced his first yearling crop and they are impressive!
Breed now, and join us in the winner’s circle....
In ’85 your best bet is....

REBEL BRET

For The Reasonable Fee Of $600

Contact: Lynn-Marie Smith, Manager

THE DUPUIS FARM
117 Buxton Rd., Saco, Maine 04072
Tel. 207-284-4726
*’ 7*/j

4 j-

All foals eligible to Maine Breeders Stakes and New England Sulky Championships.
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Al-Var Review

How To Handicap

California/M aine Comparison

By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
The
harness
racing
season is as sire stood in Waterville 112 years
point
for
each
fifth
of
a
second
under
There are various methods of
fallow in The Golden State of ago. Local track’s continue to buck
ndicapping races. But only one 2:01.3.
For instance, Hunter Hill Jerry California, as it is here in Maine, but national trends in attendance and
suit is satisfactory. Picking
nners. Most handicappers use paced in 2:07.4 on Sept. 19. That is 5.1 the reasons are very different, handle. 1984. was another strong
But
with
the
states
al time as the basis for their seconds or 31 fifths over par, so There, it is not a planned natural year.
jthods of picking winners. After subtract 31 from 100 to get a basic break, rather the absence of racing population, a miniscule percentage
, you wouldn’t pick a horse that speed rating of 69. The variant that in Los Angeles and San Francisco by metropolitan standards, large
>n his last three starts in 2:12 on day was 11. Add 11 to 69 and you reflects the lack of political clout by increases can hardly substitute for
genuine dollar improvements in the
>t tracks to beat a horse with have 80. That was Hunter Hill harness racing’s elite.
Thoroughbred racing remains handle and in the purse account,
Jerry’s Al-Var speed rating for that
nning times under 2:05.
healthy as ever. In the late fall, The
For growth to continue in Maine
Condition, speed, heart and pace race.
Par at Cumberland is 2:02.2. Breeder’s Cup multi-million dollar many political mountains need to be
e the important factors in the Alir method. Class is the end result Hunter Hill Jerry paced in 2:20.2 on afternoon was run at a totally scaled. But the initial sequence of
the four previously mentioned Sept. 27. That is 18 seconds or 90 refurbished Hollywood Park in steps may get a first reading this
year.
fifths over par, so subtract 90 from Inglewood.
ctors.
A bill, as yet unnamed and unCondition is first because a horse 100 to get a basic speed rating of 10. Now with Hollywood Park dark,
at’s not in condition is not worth a The variant was 71, so add 10 to 71 to Santa Anita celebrated its 50th numbered, has been dropped in the
t. Speed is second because a horse get Hunter Hill Jerry’s Al-Var speed anniversary. Opening day was hopper for consideration by this
shared with stars, celebrities and legislature. It would bring this sport
thout speed is not worth a bet. rating of 81.
49,000
other fans. They bet more closer to its fans. The preliminary
Al-Var
speed
ratings
show
a
jart is an intangible that separates
st horses from great horses. Pace horse’s true speed under all con than $6.6 Million for the afternoon, language would allow a telephone
the ability to cope with fast ditions. They also show a horse’s Meadowlands and Aqueduct eat wagering system to link homes and
actional times without fading in current condition and whether or not your heart out. (The Meadowlands accounts maintained at the track. A
e stretch. Only class animals have he is consistent, improving or going record is $4 million, 2/3 as much as similar system backed with live
video has proved successful in
down hill. Each horse has a peak wagered at Santa Anita.)
is ability.
At
various
times
harness
racing
Pennsylvania and Kentucky. The
which
shows
up
in
his
ratings.
The
How do you know if horses have all
ur key ingredients? And to what Andover Story has a peak of 123. If shared both Hollywood Park and technology for successful local
is available
here,
;gree do they possess these his recent speed ratings are 114, 116, Santa Anita, but now they can’t even broadcasts
gredients? Al-Var speed and pace 117 that shows he is improving but get permission to race at the Eventually a one time investment in
tings provide the answers to has not yet reached his peak. If his Pomona Fairgrounds, site of the Los a special microwave link could inrecent races are 118,117,114 he is on Angeles country fair. Los Alimitos, a corporate the entire state into a
•ndition, speed and pace.
The key factor in compiling Al-Var a down cycle. Most horses bottom harness track part of the year, was giant closed circuit system offering
tings is variant. This little known out then start back up the condition busy promoting its Quarter Horse a private showing of racing from
meet.
Maine tracks to its fans.
iction factor is the most powerful ladder again.
Hollywood Park is now dark, and
Further success may depend on
Now that we can measure the
ol in handicapping, yet most
nateur handicappers don’t use it degree of speed a horse has and his according to HTA they cannot warmer relations between tracks,
:cause they do not known how to current condition, we need to know operate profitably unless they can Simulcasting one track’s races into
his pace capabilities. Al-Var pace average $1.5 Million, far less than the other track’s clubhouse may
*ure it.
Everyone knows that horses run ratings, which take into con their Thoroughbred meet, but more prove the biggest plum of all. With
Dwer on muddy tracks than they do sideration the half-mile speed as than recent harness meets have facilities already in place in
t fast tracks. But the key is to know well as the final time and the generated. So the track remains Lewiston, and Scarborough’s new
>w fast or how slow a track was for varient, actually give us the class of dark, and there is no harness meet clubhouse taking form, and with
underway in Southern California.
room for a third clubhouse in
given race. Muddy tells us only the horse.
It seems a warm political climate, Bangor, weather and travel distance
For instance, some horses can
at the track was muddy. The
iriant could be 71 or it could be 40. produce speed ratings of 90 when and a heritage of harness racing would cease to be a problem. Let’s
lere are five and one-fifth seconds they are racing against horses must be in place to maintain its hope we can maintain our harness
fference between 71 and 40. By whose best pace ratings are 185. Put footing. Im Maine, the harness racing heritage by being flexible
ing Al-Var speed ratings, with these same horses up against tradition is nearly as old as the enough to move in the direction of
iriant, we know exactly how well a animals with pace ratings of 190 and rocks. Indeed Nelson, a top national viability.
>rse performs on any kind of track their speed ratings will fall into the
80’s. That is because these horses
any kind of weather.
Variant is the amount of friction cannot cope with the faster frac
arking against a horse. The more tional times that occur in climbing
iction a horse has to overcome, the the class ladder.
Ever wonder winy a horse that
ower his times. For instance, the
ghest variant in Maine last year wins in 2:05 is now even in the pic
as 71 at Cumberland, Sept. 27. The ture at 2:06 when he goes up in class.
west variant was 8 at Union, July It’s because his pace rating is not
; at Topsham, Aug. 12; at Wind- high enough to compete against
r, Sept. 6, and at Cumberland, Oct. higher class horses.
The closest anyone can get to a
Without variants and speed sure thing is when a horse has the
tings, it is nearly impossible to highest speed rating, the highest
:curately chart the condition pace rating, a good post position and
rcles of a horse. The Lewiston a good driver. And often, such a
■ogram for Oct. 6, 1982, shows horse is not even the favorite
unter Hill Jerry with a time of because he has been racing when
20.2 for a race Sept. 27, at Cum- variants were high. His times on the
jrland; a time of 2:07.4 for a race program are slower than some of the
Scarborough on Sept. 19, at a time other horses in the race.
Condition, speed and class have
2:14.1 Aug. 25, at Scarborough,
ow do you judge such up and down been covered. Heart in a horse is like
;rformances? You don’t from the desire in a person. Some athletes
cannot stand to lose. Some horses
formation in the program.
Al-Var speed ratings show Hunter are the same. Mike’s Spirit is an Sure Skipper, fourteen-year-old gelding, and driver Ted Huntbach, after a new
ill Jerry performed at a 77 level example. He competes against 2:00.3 mile for the nations winningest senior citizen (24 for 38).
ig. 25; at an 80 level Sept. 19, and horses with more raw speed and
The winningest harness horse in no less than 46 times during 1984,
talent but he wins his share of races North America at press time is a 14- and as he is currently riding a fivean 81 level Sept. 27.
The variant Aug. 25 was 40. It was on heart. It won’t show up on the year-old pacing gelding named Sure race win streak, it seems likely that
program but most veteran racing Skipper, who is doing his racing in
on Sept. 19, and 71 on Sept. 27.
The Al-Var speed chart for fans know which horses have it.
Ontario as he winds up his racing he can add a few more tallies before
If Horse A and Horse B each have career. Sure Skipper has recorded becoming a pensioner at the first of
arborough shows that 2:01.3 is par
r that track, thus, 2:01.3 equals 85 speed ratings and Horse A con an amazing 29 victories this year, next year.
Among Sure Skipper’s victories
0. Subtract one point for each fifth sistently beats Horse B, you know five ahead of his nearest rival, the
tins
season was a win in the $6,500
which
horse
has
heart.
R
ep
rin
t
n
.
lh
.
n
.
Maritime champion Winner’ s Aca second over 2:01.3 and add one
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * colade.
final of an early closing series at
Sure Skipper seems to be living on Rideau Carleton. In that race Sure
Notice! Breeders.....
the theory that he better do as much Skipper paced the mile in 2:00 3/5
as he can before January 1, when he — knocking four full seconds off his
loaooibor to sand "Foils Of Tke Mooth” to the editor wheo
faces mandatory retirement. The previous lifetime best, set in 1973
the; ire boro if ;oe mold like then listed io N.E.H.N.
son of Meadow Skipper has started when he was three!
By LEE ALLEN
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LAVISH ACRES
Greene, Maine

PROUDLY PRESENTS FOR 1985

BEST JEFFREY

p2,2:00,3f,l:59;4,1:57.4m ($190,000.)

Sire: BEST OF ALL 2?l:57.4m;3,1:57.4,1:56.2m ($548,000.) Sired 120 Pacers In 2:00 Through 1983
Dam: SHADYDALE FRISKY by AIRLINER (Sired 71 Pacers In 2:00 And Dams Of 88 In 2:00)
BEST JEFFREY will stand his 4th season for a $500. service fee (l.ixe Foal). He is already the sire of the fastest 2 year old filly in Maine
history-BEN I WAl.TZ, p2,2:05 (Scarborough Downs)

result of one test breeding . His first full crop will race as 2 year olds in 1985.

Best Waltz (Best Jeffrey-Gaelic Waltz) wins easlly for owner, trainer, driver, Paul Battis.

WITSEND’S TRIBUTE
Sire: SPEEDY CROWN 2,2:01.2;3,1:7.1 ($545,495) World champion winner of Hambletonian and International Trot
(Sire of 89 Trotters in 2:00 and dams of 12 in 2:00) SPEEDY CROW IN stands at l.ana Lobell of N.Y. for a stud fee of $50,000.

Dam: BURGER QUEEN by LUNDY’S PRIDE 2,2:00.1,3,1:57.3 ($396,209.00) Triple Crown winner of Hambletonian,
Kentucky Futurity, Yonkers Futurity, Dexter Cup, Colonial, etc. BURGER QUEEN has already produced BURGOMESTER: 2,2:05.4;3,1:56.3
($435,411.), Winner of Hambletonian and multiple stakes winner; BROSE, 2:01.3; etc.

WITSEND’S TRIBUTE is by a world champion

Hambletonian winner out o! a dam who was sired by a Triple Crown winner and who has alread>

produced a Hambletonian winner

a one-half brother in blood to Wilsend’s Tribute. WITSEND’S TRIBUTE will stand his first season for a $500.00 service fee (Live Foal).

For Booking Contracts Call
Frank Withee, Farm Manager
1-946-5388
Or
Basil L. Kellis, Owner At
1-324-2841
****'int as*r on o *#»■*>?
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MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES
STALLION REGISTRATIONS
1985 BREEDING SEASON
STALLION

SIRE-DAM

TEL. NO.

A.D.’S ALVIN
Great Lullwater-Dundeen B
Roger Watson, 32 River Street, Sanford, ME. 04073
AMMO HANOVER
Bullet Hanover-Away Away
Clayton Murchison, 47 Williams Street, Presque Isle, ME. 04769
ARDEN’S BLADE
Windshield Wiper-Best of Star
Earl Stanhope, Jonesport, ME. 04649
ARMBRO BLAZE
Kawartha Eagle-Armbro Neila
Robert Levi, High Rd., Box 371, Cornish, ME. 04020
ARMBRO SHOLTY
Columbia George-Armbro Jasmine
Lisa Saindon, 38 Elm Street, Topsham, ME. 04086
ARMBRO UTAH
Steady Star-Meadow Dream
Ellen Mallar, 71 Water Street, Machias, ME. 04654
BARON’S MANSION
Baron Hanover-Gene’s Castle
Forrest Nelson, P.O. Box 60, Windsor, ME. 04363
BEST JEFFR EY
Best of All-Shadydale Frisky
Lavish Acres, Paul Battis, Greene, ME. 04236
BIGALBIE
Albatross-Big Mamma
Timothy Powers, P.O. Box 15, Pittsfield, ME. 04967
BIG LEAGUE STAR
Gamecock-Shadydale Star
Bruce McGhee, Meadow Ln., Box 400, New Gloucester, ME
BOLD KID
Sharpshooter-Silky Way
John Rancourt, RFD No. 2, Box 130, Sabattus, ME. 04280
BRAVO BRET
Bret Hanover-Shoo Shoo Byrd
Lloyd B. Smith, 511 Blackstrap Rd., Falmouth, ME. 04105
BRET DON
Bret Hanover-Della Street
William Barnes, Gardiner Road, W iscasset, ME.
BRET’S BOY
Bret Hanover-Darn Cool
Gloria Hall, Box 84, So. Gardiner, ME.
BUCKO HANOVER
.
Armbro Nesbit-Bunny Bluecrest
Duane Boynton, Barton Road, Windsor, ME. 04363
CLARION
B.F. Coaltown-Liz Hanover
Carlton Chamberlin, Box 38, Hanson’s Ridge, Springvale, ME. 04083
D AND F
Dale Frost-Fla via
Donnell Graham, c/o Dave Dunn, Jay, ME. 04239
DEAN GAMBLE
Galophone-Jewell Dean
Alton Worth, Box 4395, Rt. No. 1, Dresden, ME. 04342
DERECHITO
Sampson Direct-Novia
Clifton Bradbury, RFD No. 1, Box 243, Saco, ME. 04072
ELECTION DAY
White Mountain Boy-Alice Dillard
Richard A. King, Box 3490, Clinton, ME. 04927
FAIR THRO
Jethro Hanover-Tarport Gertie
John Rancourt, RFD No. 2, Box 130, Sabattus, ME. 04280
FANTASTIC BUTLER
Adios Butler-Josedale Lucky Hal
George Goodblood, RFD No. 2, Box 530, Dexter, ME. 04930
FRAN CAN
Songcan-Coalmont Delores
Bruce McGhee, Meadow Ln, Box 400, New Gloucester, ME.
G. G. SKIPPER
Meadow Skipper-Gi Gi Blue Chip
Race Me. Stables, 350 E. Bridge St., Westbrook, ME. 04092
GALLANTRY
Tamerlane-Silent Screen
Carlton Chamberlin, Box 38, Hanson’s Ridge, Springvale, ME. 04083
GIBSON LOBELL
Noble Victory-Glee Hanover
Chester Emerson, RFD, Boom Road, Saco, ME. 04072
GOOD CHRIS
Chris Time-Gene’s Peggy
Clinton Conant, RFD No. 3, Farmington, ME. 04938
GYPSY PETE
Gamecock-Gypsy Princess
Richard Barltett, RFD No. 6, Augusta, ME. 04330
HERVE HANOVER
Best of All-Helen’s Heel
Paul McCrossin, Rt. No. 2, Presque Isle, ME. 04769
HE’S A STRIKING
Lightning Strikes-Denise Colby
Ramona Smith, 729 Main Street, Lewiston, ME. 04240
HONEST EXPRESS
Honest Story-Countess Stone
Scott Bubier, RFD No. 2, Box 20, Greene, ME. 04236
HOURGLASS
Precious Fella-Brisk Time
J. Polito & G. DiBiase, Box 489, Tuttle Rd., Cumberland, ME. 04021
HOYT LOBELL
Nero-Hilarious Sister
Carlton Chamberlin, Box 38, Hanson’s Ridge, Springvale, ME. 04083
H. T. JOHN
Henry T. Adios-Poplar Nan
C. Paul Mullen, West Ridge Road, Easton, ME. 04740
IDEAL ONE
High Ideal-Aloha
Jeanne McGhee, Box 400, Meadow Ln., New Gloucester, ME.
JELLY APPLE
Speedy Somolli-Appropriate
C. Paul Mullen, West Ridge Road, Easton, ME. 04740
J.H. BARON
Baron Hanover-Sweet Angel
Gerald McKenzie, Sr., Box 93, Plymouth, ME. 04969
JONAS HANOVER
Bullet Hanover-Joanie Hanover
Carlton Chamberlin Box 38, Hanson’s Ridge, Springvale, ME. 04083
KEYSTONE TRYST
Hickory Pride-Keystone Truly
Marilyn Branagan, RFD No. 2, Box 850, Greene, ME. 04236
KNOXTIME
Timely Adora-Cheerful Lady
Willis Whittemore, Box 1668, E. Oxford Rd., So. Paris, ME. 04281
LAVERTO HANOVER
Tar Heel-Lavish Hanover
Oak Ridge Farm, RR No. 2 Box 120, Milo, ME. 04463

Maine Harness Racing Commission

(207)324-0707
(207)769-4351
(207)497-2357
(207)625-4109
(207)729-0495
(207)255-3732
(207)549-7888
(207)946-5388
(207)487-5810
(207)926-4341
(207)375-6650
(207)797-9524
(207)882-6795
(207)582-2187
(207)445-2588
(207)324-4681
(207)582-4749
(207)737-2122
(207)929-5445
(207)426-8970
(207)375-6650
(207)924-3846
(207)926-4341
(207)854-2494
(207)324-4681
(207)282-9295
(207)684-3082
(207)445-2613
(207)762-0541
(207)782-8907
(207)946-5953
(207)829-5323
(207)324-4681
(207)488-2292
(207)926-4341
(207)488-2292
(207)257-4982
(207)324-4681
(207)946-5628
(207)743-6537
(207)827-4671

LARSEN LOBELL
Albatross-Lil’Miss Thompson
Norton Farm, 613 Blackstrap Rd., Falmouth, ME. 04105
LORD VICAR
Best of All-Marv Frances
Christine Quirrion, Route No. 2, Livermore Falls, Mfc.
MAIN MORRIS
New Morris-Gay Lark
Clifton Chase, Jr., 318 Depot Street, Dryden, ME. 04225
MASTERMIND
Romeo Hanover-Jefferson Rainbow
Robert Cain, Box 97, W. Rockport, ME. 04865
MR. SUFFOLK
Romeo Hanover-Paper Doll C
Norton Farm, 613 Blackstrap Rd., Falmouth, ME. 04105
MUGGO’S FELLA
Most Happy Fella-Stereo Scott
R. Dipompo & K. Hebert & W. Turner, RFD No. 1, Jay, ME. 04239
MY BILL FORWARD
Isle of Wight-Deborah Joan
A. & E. Chow, 118 Dudley St., Presque Isle, ME. 04769
MYSTIC SAYER
Lindy’s Pride-Futura
Normand St. Clair, Welch Avenue, Monmouth, ME. 04259
NEVELE PILOT
Henry T. Adios-Maxine’s Dream
Marilyn Branagan, RFD No. 2, Box 850, Greene, ME. 04236
O. B. TIME
Knight Time-Lisa Brewer
Ronald Cormier, 162 College Ave., Waterville, ME. 04901
OLD FRAZIER
Sampson Direct-Irish Lil
Francis Stubbs, RFD No. 1, Levant, ME. 04456
PASTIME FATMAN
Chief Senawee-Speedy Imp
Sarah B. Brown, Box 696, Gray, ME.
PERSUADABLE
Tarport Count-Persuasion
Bert Fernald, West Poland, ME. 04291
PRIVATE JET
Bret Hanover-Dawn Flight
Julie Pratt, Main Street No. Monmouth, ME. 04265
PROSPERITY
Meadow Skipper-Senatress Royal
John Mollison, Jr. Box 1320, Brooks, ME. 04929
PROUD SID
Nevele Pride-Lou Sidney
Forrest Nelson, P.O. Box 60, Windsor, ME. 04363
READY-SET-GO
Race Time-Mona Lobell
Janet Tuttle, Edgecomb Road, Lisbon Falls, ME.
REBEL BRET
Bret Hanover-Propeller
Lvnn-Marie Smith, 116 Buxton Road, Saco, ME. 04072
RICCI BOLD PAYSTER
Race Time-Ricci Reine
Carlton Chamberlin, Box 38, Hanson’s Ridge, Springvale, ME. 04083
ROMANO HANOVER
Torpid-Romola Hanover
Marilyn Branagan, RFD No. 2, Box 850, Greene, ME. 04236
ROMEO’S IMAGE
Romeo Hanover-Betty’s Best
Dick Seigars, RFD Box 75, Stockton, ME. 04783
ROYAL REWARD
Songcan-Crown Velvet
Bert Fernald, W. Poland, ME. 04291
SCOTTY GRADUATE
Speedy Scot-College Coed
Bruce McGhee, Box 400, Meadow Ln. New Gloucester, ME.
Adioo Bob-Shy Anne Collins
SHY BOB COLLINS
R.J. Hinds, Box 381, Cumberland Ctr., ME.
SKIPPER GENE MARX
Meadow Gene-Little Lady Marx
Arnold Stanhope, Jonesport, ME. 04649
SKIPPER KNOX
Meadow Skipper-Knight Knox
Timothy Powers, P.O. Box 15, Pittsfield, ME. 04967
SNAPPY DUKE
Duke Rodney-Snappy Hanover
Stephen Lancaster, 24 Church Street, Livermore Falls, ME.
SPRINGFEST
Nevele Pride-Weeping Cherry
Dupuis Farm, 116 Buxton Rd., Saco, ME. 04072
STEPHEN O*
Most Happy Fella-Edith Marion
Bert Fernald, W. Poland, ME. 04291
SUIT COAT
Overtrick-Sable Coat
Richard Braddon, Meeting House Rd., Wells, ME. 04090
TAM O CHAMP
Armbro Nesbit-Freight Que
William Berry, Jr., RFD No. 3, Box 521B, So. Windham, ME. 04082
T.B.J.
Election Day-Lucky Gem
Frank Woodbury, Bruce Hill Road, Cumberland Ctr., ME.
THE ANDOVER STORY
Honest Story-H.A. Linda
Donald Richards, 29 Cumberland St., Yarmouth, ME. 04096
THE FIREBALL
Speedy Scot-Honor Donut
Timothy Powers, P.O. Box 15, Pittsfield, ME. 04769
TRAVELIN BOY
Adios Boy-Vermont Dream
Mrs. Iva Gray, No. Conway, NH. 03860
TRUSTY BLAZE
Trusty Dream-Ardena Sterling
Robert Cain, Box 97, W. Rockport, ME.
TRUSTY DREAM
Adora’s Dream-Friendly Lass
Timothy Powers, P.O. Box 15, Pittsfield, ME. 04967
TRUSTY STAR
Trusty Dream-Flying Minnie K
L. Anderson, K. Smith, RFD No. 1, Waldoboro, ME. 04572
WATCHFUL
Kimberly Kid-Aileen
Norton Farm, 613 Blackstrap Rd., Falmouth, ME. 04105
WINSOME PICK
Dudley Hanover-Waygirl
Marjorie Walentine, Bowdoinham, ME.
WITSEND’S TRIBUTE
Speedy Crown-Burger Queen
Lavish Acres, Greene, ME. 04236
WORTHIEST
Worthy Boy-Adioleta
Duane Boynton, Barton Road, Windsor, ME. 04363

State House Station No. 28

(207)797-4418
(207)897-2078
(207)645-4856
(207)236-3718
(207)797-4418
1 (207)897-2510
(207)762-2831
(207)933-4244
(207)946-5628
(207)873-2623
(207)884-7193
(207)657-3839
(207)998-4769
(207)377-6614
(207)722-3246
(207)549-7888
(207)353-6581
(207)284-4726
(207)324-4681
(207)946-5628
(207)896-3035
(207)998-4769
(207)926-4341
(207)829-6985
(207)497-2375
(207)487-5810
(207)897-5452
(207)774-2269
(207)998-4769
(207)985-7736
(207)892-4365
(207)797-6422
(207)998-4769
(207)487-5810
(207)939-3498
(207)236-3718
(207)487-5810
(207)563-8724
(207)797-4418
(207)666-5927
(207)946-5388
(207)445-2588

Augusta, Maine Tel. 207-289-3221

Racing’s Senior Citizen

Esquire Direct

B y Robert Low ell
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Esquire Direct in his heyday at Laurel Raceway with driver Clarence Martin and owners W.E. Connell and George Landers.

While the Maine harvest field of
harness
horse
racing
has
traditionallly yielded a top crop of
gifted horsemen and women, it has
also produced some stand-out
horses.
With the first of January being the
officially recognized birthday for all
standard-breds, it may be nice to
salute an equine senior citizen —
Esquire Direct. He was bred and
raised at the Pineholm Farm in
fashionable Kennebunk, Maine.
A quaint , historic resort com-

munity, Kennebunk is noted for its
aristocracy
and
what
better
retirement community for this noble
30-year old veteran. A foal of 1955,
Esquire Direct was a son of the
Maine sire Esquire from the dam
Anchor Mite by Beve Hanover. It’s
worth mentioning that his paternal
grand sire was none less than world
champion
Billy
Direct.
After
receiving his yearly training as a
two-year old in Maine by Bob
Pearson, the colt departed familiar
shores for the deep waters of Grand

the colors into battle undaunted. He
earned well in excess of $100,000 and
a record of 2:01 but paced miles
faster than 2:00.
Now at thirty, the genteel retiree
can’t munch on hay anymore, but
enjoys a pelleted diet and goes out to
his paddock daily.
Esquire Direct has played an
interesting role in racing’s heritage
and earned a long life and a good
retirement...and that’s the way it is
in the Northeast. Happy Birthday,
Esquire Direct!

Circuit competition.
Described
by
Pearson
as
somewhat of an “ ugly duckling” as
a colt, Esquire Direct matured into
a handosme, regally conformed
individual. Developing into a stakes
winner in the Bill Haughton Stable,
the colt ironically had tough com
pany. His contempories included as
a three year old Shadow Wave, Bye
Bye Byrd, Thorpe Hanover and
O’Brien Hanover.
In the time-honored tradition of a
tough Yankee sea-farer, he carried

By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI

1984 into 1985
In sport, calendar years do not
always coincide with natural breaks, professional football hardly
notes the changing year, but Maine
racing takes a breather in the dead
of winter. There is no better time to
take stock than during the 12 week
hiatus. Without the pressures of
immediacy, the last year can be
measured, and reasonalbe goals
outlined for the coming season.
Once Lewiston Raceway initiates
its new season in February the pace
never lets up. There is precious little
time for self evaluation, crisis
mentality takes charge. The Winter
quiet is a resourse of time; to rest to
think and to plan.
Looking back, 1984 was not nearly
as bad as it could have been, or in
deed, it seemed. A year ago, a few
weeks after the loss of the Scar
borough’s clubhouse many hor
semen and fans worried that
Scarborough Downs would collapse.
Later, surrounded by the dust of
unfinished construction many fans
questioned the wisdom of Lewiston
Raceway’s revitalization gamble. In
the dog days of summer many

believed some fairs were floun
dering and that the stakes program
was in turmoil. A year ago fans
worried that with Walter Case Jr.
gone the glamour of the sport was
lost as well.
Independent of the fiscal report
card, the year was a critical suc
cess. It wasn’t so bad along the
bottom line either. Scarborough’s
drop was hardly catastrophic, and
the Maine Stakes distributed the
second highest aggregate purse on
record.
Unquestionably,
the
per
formances on the track have never
been better. All year a crop of colts,
headed by sons of Trusty Dream,
electrified fans. Thanks to the Maine
stakes program the track record and
2:00 miles were not confined to the
extended
meets.
Skowhegan,
Bangor, Windsor, Fryeburg and
Cumberland all directly benefited
from top class colt racing.
The extended meets also hosted
better races than ever before. After
a summer of work Karl Janotta was
able to fill Scarborough’s $25,000
President’s Pace with the classiest

HELP WANTED
Beautiful new Standardbred Racehorse Breeding and Training facility in
Hadlev, Mass., seeking full time, permanent, experienced help. Excellent
opportunity for qualified applicant.

Call Young Meadow Farm, 9:00 To 5:00 For Interview
413-549-3900

field of pacers in Maine’s recent
history. Not to be forgotten was the
companion $10,000 Invitational trot,
and several lucretive invitationals
and late closers.
Lewiston’s twin track record
1:59.3 wins in the Fall, and earlier
“ miracle mile” in the Spring paced
by
armbro Blaze offered local
thrills from February through My
Bill Forwood’s courageous 2:01.4
win in the mud closing day.
Leigh Fitch was the hero of the
$2.00 bettors, but 1984 was a time for
others to hone their skills as well.
David Ingraham won more races
than ever before, and Dude Goodblood seemed to be in the stakes
winner’s circle at every stop.
But racing turns on political
casters, and 1984 was both partisan
and political. The fairs and breeders
clashed over the role and expsnse of
stakes racing, the major tracks
dueled in public for racing dates,
and the Race Commission itself was
revamped and expanded from three
to five members. Rookies were
drafted all summer to fill in vacant
seats. (One vacancy remains)

Next year may also be a time the
horsemen become galivinized into a
cohesive and powerful force. A clash
looms
between
the
present
representatives of horsemen and
tracks. It may be a make or break
year for MHHA. Indeed the January
19th meeting may begin the test of
fire.
Perhaps the greatest clue yielded
by 1984 for use in 1985 is the simple
observation that the twomajor
tracks in Maine are now each run by
men of business, individuals who
share common priorities. Intertrack
cooperation may keep Maine’s
racing revival on track, and con
crete evidence may emerge early in
1985.
Somehow, now matter the trials,
Maine tracks, horsemen, and fans
continue to fortify their sport
through combined energy, en
thusiasm and belief in racing’s
future. The details of 1984 were
unique, but the year was hardly
different than its predecessors, and
with not a whimper it has given way
to the promise and potential of 1985.

HORSES BOARDED
Stalls with individual paddocks and large fields for daily turnout.
Excellent care for $150. per month

Contact: Betty MacConnell
Warren. Mass.

Braeside Farm
413-436-7444
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For Sale

Two year old trotting filly by KAWARTHA MON AMI , out
of a SPEED! SCOT mare, in training, 100% sound, period
manners. Staked to N.J. Sire Stakes.
$5000.

Rambling Willie “ The Horse God Loved” is still winning accolades.

Proxim ity Award
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Rambling
Willie, the charismatic pacer who
set all manner of records wherever
he went during his long and
distinguished career, has been
selected the first equine recipient in
the 34-year history of the Proximity
Award, one of the most prestigious
awards in all of harness racing.
The
Proximity
Award
was
inaugurated in 1951 by the U.S.
Harness Writers’ Association to
honor “ an individual, group of in
dividuals or organization which has
helped further the sport of harness
racing.”
Although named for
Proximity, a great trotting mare of
the post-war era, no trotter or pacer
has been voted the award by the
writers until Rambling Willie was
honored this year.
The story of Rambling Willie
started in the cornfields of the
Midwest, where Hall of Famer
horseman Bob Farrington pur
chased an obscurely-bred gelding
for $15,000, later giving half to his
wife Vivian and selling the other half
to the late Paul Seibert. Expected to
be little more than an ordinary
raceway horse, Rambling Willie
blossomed into one of the toughest

Rambling W illie
pacers in the world, being selected
Aged Pacer of the Year three times
in the mid-80’s.
About the time of Willie’s
ascendancy to the top of the racing
world, it became known that Vivian
Farrington tithed (gave 10% of) her
share of Willie’s earnings to her
father’s church. There seemed to be
a Divine intervention throughout the
horse’s career, as both Willie and
Farrington bounced back time and
time again after serious injuries to
tour the nation’s tracks and receive
the cheers of an appreciative public.
At the time of his retirement in
1983, Rambling Willie had posted 128
career victories, 79 in 2:00 or better,
and $2,038,219 in earnings — all
records for the sport. Now 14, Willie
lives at the Kentucky Horse Park in

$3500.
Yearliirgs-several Mass bred colts & fillies by MILES EM)
STEVE an CAVALCADE. All out of superior Dams, such as
a free-Legged 159.4 Winner of $40,000 or a 100%
producer, etc.

p r;ced from $2000-83000.

Several excellent broodmare available. All in loal'lo either
Mass Sire, CAVALCADE, or N.J. Sire DISTANT TUI INDER.
From $2000. (includes the paid stud fee).

Contact:

SEA HORSE STABLE

Lexington, where he still makes
(617) 462-8540
appearances during the Park’s
Parade of Champions.
☆
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Rambling
Willie
and
the
Farringtons will be honored at the
U.S. Harness Writers’ Association’s
annual banquet, to be held on Sun
day, April 28, 1985 at the Sheraton in
Hinsdale Racetrack, which has cards in 1984, but average handle
Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey, seen a steady growth in business figures for 1984 were up by more
near The Meadowlands.
over the last few years, recorded an than $8,000.00 per day to $79,511.07.
increase of $3,376,650 in total handle
The total handle represents an
from 1983 to 1984, with both increase of 14%.
greyhound and harness racing
Hinsdale will present greyhound
figures showing an increase.
racing until May 27, then open its
The southern New Hampshire harness meet from May 31 to August
track presented five more racing 11.

------------------- Hinsdale Update---------------------

ON THE RAIL -vph.lp.nes
What a terrible name! Boston Rat.
And, can you believe, it was the
name of a horse!
Boston Rat was some special kind
of horse. As you might suspect, he
cam e out of Boston and to some
horsemen he was no bigger than a
rat. Oh, he wasn’t THAT small.
Boston Rat was fourteen hands, two
inches high. That’s about 58 inches
from the ground to the top of his
whithers. But how that little rascal
could travel! Before coming to race
in New York he had trotted a mile —
to saddle — in 2:38, which was pretty
fair time in 1817.
Boston Rat was probably one of
the first trotting “ ringers” to put one
over on the crowd. He was referred
to as a “ ring-in” in those early
American days. Some sharps from
Boston brought him to New York in
the summer of 1817 to go against a
big bay horse owned by John
Treadwell, Esquire — if you please
— of Long Island. The two trotters
were scheduled to square off on the
Jamaica Turnpike between two road
houses where a lot of pre- and post
racing celebrating would be done. (I

Two year old MILES END STEVE filly out ot lougli
racemare, winner of $ 40,000+ . Broken & jogging — ejigible for Mass, N.E., and several other imporlanl slakes.

sometimes suspect that horse races
were just an excuse to throw a good
party.) Anyway — when we think of
ringers we think of a horse getting
the old paint brush treatment — a
dab of paint here, on a white spot
there, to fool people into believing
it’ s some other horse. With Boston
Rat they really did a job. He was led
out of the barn dressed in an entire
suit of brown linen. Not a hair visible
from the tip of his nose to the back of
his rear hoof. Nobody knew WHAT
was under there. They soon found
out.
The starter scratched a line across
the road with a stick; the two horses
lined up behind it, their riders heard
the word “ GO” and off they went —
starting from scratch. The Rat went
down the track as if he had just
escaped the trap. He took the lead
and never lost it. Nobody bothered to
time the race. The trotter from
Boston had won it and all the New
Yorkers who had put their money on
the big bay said: “ R ats!”
Trotting was about the only kind of
horse racing that was allowed in
New York in the 19th century’ s early

The Rat and Royalty
years. Thoroughbred racing was
illegal. There were no tracks,
Horses were permitted to speed only
on roads. And since most of those
kinds of horses were trotters, it
com es as no surprise that trotting
races were big stuff on New Y ork’s
straightaways. The city’ s Third
Avenue, from the Bowery to the
Harlem River, was probably the
earliest trotting track. The faster
horses
were of Thoroughbred
descent, imported from England.
And although trotters in England,
nowadays,
are as scarce
as
snowballs in July, they were very
popular over there in the first
quarter of the 19th century. The
British were impressed by speed
and when the news reached them
that a trotter had gone a mlle over
Philadelphia’ s
Hunting Park in
2:35, they refused to believe it.
Quipped the Englishman John
Lawrence: “ American miles must
be shorter than English miles.”
The British were also impressed
by the American trotter’ s staying
power. One of them had been
training his Paddington Mare to trot

in harness 100 miles against time fori
a wager. He changed his mind, and
instead, imported the American
trotter Tom Thumb to race against
his mare. Tom was smaller than
Boston Rat by a couple of inches, but
was tough as a bulldog. He was
hitched to a cart that amazed the
Britons by its lightness: 108 pounds,
about 2 V i times the weight of today’s
sulkies. He trotted from the fifth
milestone on Sunbury Common into
Staines, back and forth, for a hundred miles. It took him ten hours and
seven minutes which was reason
enough to send all the spectators
back to their pubs to celebrate,
The Tom Thumb thing was
probably the most exciting thing
that has happened to the trotters in
England in the last 150 years. If the
royal family could be persuaded to
race harness horses instead of
runners, there might be a return to
the trotters. And Prince Charlie,
who had a spate of bad luck falling
off riding horses a few years ago,
could sit in a sulky and drive a
Standardbred. Then, if he lost his
balance, he wouldn’t have far to fall.

D.E.H.H.A.-BANQUET AND AWARDS 1985
^

The Down East Harness Hor
semen’s Associations held their
annual meeting at the Bangor Civic
Center on January 5, 1985. Over 130
people turned out for the occasion to
hear Timothy C. Powers D.V.M.,
Professor William J. Tyzinik of Ohio
State University and Bill Brown of
Blue Chip Farms in New York.
Also in attendance were members of
the Morgan horse association as well
as representatives of several other
h n r?p hrppHs

Elected to the DEHHA Board of
Directors for 1985 were: Clark
Thompson
(President),
George
Goodblood (Vice President), Brenda
Estabrooks
(Secretary),
Doug
Clendenning
(Treasurer),
Pete
Bernard,
Joan Corbett,
Mike
Tremblay, Rick Cushing, Skip
Estes, Warren Strout, and Vernon
MacDonald.
Following dinner, awards were
presented to persons who contriubted their time and effort to
several DEHHA sponsored events
such as the Winterfest sleigh rides,
VCR raffle arid Powder Puff Race.
Awards were also presented to the
owners of some of the outstanding
horses that raced at Bangor during
the 1984 extended meet. The
categories and owners were as
follows:

>

1. Clair Morning - two year old filly
pacer, owner - Guy Brochu, Wind
sor, Me.
2. Gaelic Caress — two year old
trotter, owner — Halson Parks,
Caribou, Me.
3. New York Bound - Two year old
colt pacer, owner - Josette Bartlett,
Augusta, Me.
4. Skipper Speed - three year old colt
pacer, owner - Leonard Pierce,
Newburgh, Me.
5. Greenie D. Joelle - three year old
filly pacer, owner - Mitch Gallant,
Bangor, Me.
6. Kingstead Eric - three year old
trotter, owner - A1 Tempesta,
Dexter, Me.
7. Valerie’s Beano - aged pacer,
owner George Robinson, Hermon,
Me.8. Devil’s Den - aged claimer,
owner - Russel Lanpher, Orland, Me.
9. Stonegate Consort - aged trotter,
owner - Linda & Dana Swett,
Presquesle.
Following the presentation of
awards, Bill Brown gave a slide
presentation on the
breeding
operation at Blue Chip Farms in
Wallkill, New York, where Precious
Fella and Brand New Fella are
standing stud for 1985. Certainly the
quality of the speakers accounted
for the largest turnout ever for a
DEHHA annual meeting.
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By CLARK THOMPSON
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Dick Cushing, director, presents award to Linda and Dana Swett owners of A,
trotter, Stonegate Consort.

Mike Tremblay, director, presents award to Leonard Pierce owner of three year
old, Skipper Speed.

Director, Skip Estes presents award to Russ and Ginnv Tanpher owners of Devi
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Downeast Harness News
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI

Director, Brenda Estabrooks presents award to Mitch Gallant, owner of three
year old, Greenie D. Joelle.

Nowhere in the racing world were research.
there better speakers, of a more His talk was well suited to a Mai
enthusiastic audience than at audience, horsemen might chan
Bangor’s Civic Center Saturday, their patterns remembering one
January 5. Clark Thompson, the his stories, but would never folk
sparkplug of the grass roots DEHHA the directions in a book, or a ter
organization did all the legwork and directive from the same Ohio Sta
made all the phone calls, and both professor.
speakers not only arrived on In the evening Bill Brown, far
schedule,
but
spoke
when manager of Blue Chip farm, outlim
programmed and delivered their the breeding procedures at h
sermon flawlessly.
nursery. Though few of 1
The star of the afternoon was Dr.
William J. Tyznik from Ohio State suggestions are directly applicat
University, namesake for Tizwhiz in Maine he offered a. blueprint,
model even small family-own.
feed.
Maine
farms can emulate in part.
Tyznik in his second Maine ap
pearance in three years offered his Throughout his slide presentati*
unique straight from the hip, down- it was clear that both he and h
home style scientifically sound farm still sting from the loss of Me
advice on raising the feeding horses. Happy Fella. Brown paused at tl
There is no more boring topic slides of Happy just a little long
around than selecting the right feed than the rest. Now Blue Chip offe
for horses, but Tyznik, with anec both a son and a grandson of Mcj
dotes and internal organs as props, Happy Fella - Precious Fella a
spiced the talk so that the message Brand New Fella.
was palatable.
During the racing season it
Once he finished he had outlined looks so easy, a simple start ancl
more ways to kill a horse than winner parading, but these m
seemed possible. He talked about each detailed a small stretch of ro
the ailments and solutions to com on the way to the races, parts of if
mon
equine
problems,
then sport rarely seen by outsiders, a|
reitierated the lack of hard in areas where local horsemen need
formation and the dearth of ongoing the help they ean get .
. - •
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' The Road Again with trainer/driver Buddy Gilmour was recently chosen
nadian Horse of The Year.”

j

USTA — Top Pacers of ’84

, ULUMBUS, Ohio — On The Road
. ain, who set a single season
Iord for earnings by a harness
se of $1,751,695, has been named
, “ Pacer of the Year” in the an1il U.S. Trotting - U.S. Harness
iters’ Association
poll. He
i'rowly defeated the two-year-old
rt Nihilator for Pacer of the Year
, tors, 130 votes to 117.
. n addition to On The Road Again
•1 Nihilator, the pacing division
rners are Amneris, 2-year-old
; y) Naughty But Nice, 3-year-old
jy; Mr. Dalrae, aged horse; and
, een With Envy, aged mare.
’he road to the pacing chamnship was a long and winding one
, On The Road Again. Early in the
i ir
he won the
Goudreau
j morial in California, then
; veled East where he captured the
Jne Pace at Yonkers and the
, 293,000 Meadowlands Pace at The
:adowlands. The durable colt will
racing again in 1985 for his
- ners Gordon and Ilia Rumpel of
jig ary, Alberta.
, Nihilator set a world record of
>2.4 for two-year-old colts with his
j:tory in the $2,161,000 Woodrow
Jlson Pace, the richest race in
rness racing history. Nihilator
n 12 of his 13 starts, with record
rnings for a two-year-old of
361,367 for the Wall Street Stable
Yardley, PA.

A w .ix ,^

Amneris is the fastest two-yearold filly of all-time, taking a record
of 1:53.1 at Springfield, IL, then
concluded her season in this closely
competitive division with a victory
in the Breeders Crown for her
owner, the Cedar Farm of Lower
Burrell, PA.
Naughty But Nice became the first
pacing female to surpass the $1
million in career earnings, winning
$789,165 this year to set a single
season record for pacing fillies.
Naughty But Nice, who set world
records on both five-eights and halfmile tracks, is owned by Kentuckiana Farms and William Shehan
of Kentucky.
Mr. Dalrae, a half brother of 1973
Harness Horse of the Year Sir
Dalrae, collected stakes wins from
coast to coast. Among his 18 vic
tories were two legs of the U.S.
Pacing Championship. The A La
Carte Stable of Los Angeles owns the
five-year-old
horse,
who
has
seasonal earnings of $467,525.
Green With Envy thoroughly
dominated the aged pacing mare
division at The Meadowlands,
winning 16 to 22 open paces for
mares at the nation’s biggest har
ness track. The leading moneywinner among mares in 1984, the
four-year-old Green With Envy
earned $240,505 for owner Ann
Rosenberg of Boca Raton, Florida.

USTA — Top Trotters of ’84
COLUMBUS, Ohio — FANCY
CROWN, selected as the “ Harness
Horse of the Year,” has also been
named as the “ Trotter of the Year”
in the annual U.S.
Trotting
Association - U.S. Harness Writers’
Association poll.
Fancy Crown, who shares the title
of World Champion as the fastest
trotter in history, set world records
on mile, five-eighths mile, and halfmile tracks in 1984. She dominated
the fillies this season and beat the
colts in winning the Kentucky
Futurity, the third leg of Trotting’s
Triple Crown. Fancy Crown is
owned by the Fancy Crown Stable of
Archbold, Ohio.
The other winners of the trotting
divisions are Workaholic, 2-year-old
colt; Davidia Hanover, 2-year-old
filly; Baltic Speed, 3-year-old colt;
Spunky Byron, aged horse; and
Quick Trip, aged mare.
Workaholic won 9 of his 15 starts,
including the season finale Breeders
Crown. The colt earned $376,224 for
his owners, The Workaholics of
Ocean City, Maryland.
Davidia Hanover captured 12 of
her 13 starts. Among her victories
was the $595,750 Merrie Annabelle
at The Meadowlands. Davidia’ s only
miscue came in her division’s

Breeders Crown. She rebounded by
setting a world record for a fiveeighths mile track and a single
season earnings record for a fresh
man trotting filly of $525,713 for her
owners, the Five Aces Racing Stable
of Secaucus, New Jersey.
Baltic Speed repeats as a cham
pion, having been named the top
two-year-old trotting colt in 1983.
With his victories this year in
several rich stakes, including the
Yonkers Trot, the World Trotting
Derby, and the Breeders Crown,
Baltic Speed established a new
single season earnings record for
trotters of $1,062,611 for his owners,
the Baltic Farms of Deerfield
Beach, Florida.
Spunky Byron recorded 16 vic
tories, including a streak of 12 wins
in 13 starts. The five-year-old
gelding collected $213-880 for owner
Souren Hovsepian of Southfield,
Michigan.
Quick Trip trotted to a world
record for aged mares on a half-mile
track of 1:57.4 at Delaware, Ohio,
The four-year-old earned $126,085 for
her owners, the Rey Loo, Granite
State, and Queen City Racing
Stables, all of Manchester, New
Hampshire.

Baltic Speed, a son of Speedy Somoli, captured the Breeders Crown for threeyear-old trotters at Pompano Park. He will stand the ’85 season at Hanover Shoe
Farm in Pennsylvania.

R iiiv P ark er .Ir w in s w ith Viscount Uffington, wire to wire in 2:03.2

MONTICELLO — For the second
consecutive season a Monticello
Raceway
regular has
gained
national ranking. Billy Parker, Jr.
drove 315 winners last year ranking
ninth in the nation. The previous
season, Walter Case, Jr’s 429 win
ners placed him second on the
national list.
Parker, 30, a resident of Lewiston
Maine, made his initial appearance
at Monticello during the 1984
campaign and took home all the
driving laurels at the Sullivan
County oval.
He won 202 races during the
summer meet which ended on
November 4 and is currently the
leading dash-winner for the winter
meeting.
“ I really like being here at
Monticello,” Parker said. “ The
racing is great, the purses are good
and it reminds me alot of home with
the country atmosphere.”
Parker has driven over 2200
winners in his 13-year career and
has gained national ranking before.
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A mud spattered Marvin Maker is congratulated by Liberty Bell publicity director, Bruce Stearns, after winning his 2,000th race Jan. 4 with Kiwi Lord.

An Obituary
By BRUCE STEARNS

PHILADELPHIA — Clifford R.
(Tug) Boyd, 48, of New Holland, Pa.,
one of the top catch drivers in the
sport in the 1960’s and 1970’s died on
Saturday,
December
1
at
Osteopathic Hospital in Lancaster,
Pa., after a lingering illness.
Boyd was an assistant trainer with
Abe Stoltzfus in recent years and
entered
Kennedy
Hospital
in
Stratford, N.J. in late August. He
suffered a stroke on his first day in
the hospital and subsequently was
stricken with two more strokes while
hospitalized and had been in a coma
until his death.
A New Englander, Boyd was born
in North Thetford, Vermont, and
graduated from Woodsville, N. H.
High School in 1955. He was a four
letter man in basketball and
baseball and was president of his
senior class.
He started in harness racing with
his uncle, Parker Hili, with whom he
campaigned
during the
sum
mer months. He drove his first race
at 16 in 1952 at Lyndonville, Jr., with
a two year old, Mattie Alden, one of
two Hill had in the race. He won his
first race in 1954 at Lyndonville with
Hill’s Axworthy Alden in 2:13, the
fastest time of the fair that year.
He continued in the sport on a full
time basis after graduating from
high school and was the leading
driver in New England for three
successive years in 1960, 1961, and
1962. The 1960 season was his best
when he posted 104 victories coming
back from a serious injury the
previous year at Hinsdale when he
was hospitalized for 10 weeks after a
loose horse jumped the hubrail from
the infield as Boyd was finishing a
training mile, landing on top of him.

Clifford (Tug) Boyd
In the early 1960’s Boyd signed on
with the Clearview Stable as an
assistant to Earle Avery and drove
Porterhouse to six wins and three
seconds in the first nine starts as a
three-year-old. He later was an
assistant to Frank Safford and drove
many of the Safford stable stars
during that era including lieutenant
Gray who won the Miller Memorial
in 1962.
He later opened a public stable
and raced primarily in the Delaware
Valley and in California. He was the
leading driver at Rockingham Park
in 1960, at Foxboro and Suffolk
Downs in 1961 Rosecroft in 1962 and
at Dover Downs in 1970. He was
among the top 80 all-time dash
winners when he went over the 1,000
mark in 1972 but had driven
sparingly in recent seasons con
centrating on training. He was voted
into the “ New England Hall of
Fame” by the N.E. Chapter of USHWA in 1961.
He drove only 14 races during the
1984 season winning two to bring his
career total to 1,231 with purse
earnings of $2,498,499 at the time of
his passing.
Among the better known horses
that he drove were the Free For All
pacer Isle of Wight, Royal Domain,
and Valiant Bret.
His
survivors
include
two
daughters, Lori and Christin; a son
Carter of Tannersville, Pa.; a
brother Andrew of West Bethel.
Maine; and three sisters, Rita Jones
of Woodsville, N.H., Betty Dresser
of Post Mill. Vermont, and Gloria
Kenney of Waterford, Vermont.
A memorial service was held in
Woodsville, N.H., with burial to
follow in the spring in the family plot
in North Thetford, Vermont.

Marvin Makes

2000

The opening night of racing at
Liberty Bell park, Philadelphia, Pa.
1985 is a year Marvin Maker will
remember for a long time .... He
scored his 2000th win with Lord Kiwi
in the fifth race. For Marvin, this
win was a long time coming. After a
knock out season including breaking
the track record at Liberty Bell,
Marvin saw 1984 draw to a close with
a season high of 215 wins. A pretty
good record .. but it only gave him a
life time total of 1999 ... Marvin
would have to wait until 1985 to get
his name in the record books again.
Raised in Whiting, Maine, Marvin
worked with his father racing
Standardbreds on the Maine Fair
Circuit. They would race every Fair
from Presque Isle to Fryeburg and
back again. From there Marvin
moved to Foxboro where he worked
for his cousin, Bob Maker. During
this time he sharpened up his
driving and training skills. It wasn’t
too long before Marvin came to the
attention of A.B. Young. The two
teamed up and moved the stable to
Rockingham for the meet there.
From Rockingham they went to
Liberty Bell and Monticello. During
this time Marvin was earning a
reputation as a catch driver as well

By j a n e

as a competent driver/trainer. After
three years Marvin decided to open
a public stable and the rest is
history!!!
That first year Marvin was
Leading Driver at Monticello and
also on the leading trainers list.
Marvin and his wife JoAnn,
currently live on their farm in Mt.
Holly, N.J. It’s situated conveniently
between Freehold and Liberty Bell.
“ I’m glad Freehold has closed for a
while,” says Marvin. “ We had been
double teaming the two tracks. We’d
train at Liberty Bell in the morning,
race at Freehold in the afternoon
and get back to Liberty Bell in time
to race at night. It’s like a vacation
with just Liberty Bell open.” Even
at Liberty Bell he drives six or seven
races a night, every night. Hardly a
vacation!
Beginning 1985 with a big 2000 win
is a super way to start the year.
Surely its an indication of things to
come. Two races later that same
night Marvin scored again. This
time with My One and Only. Owner
Irv Steinlight from East Brunswick,
N.J. just couldn’t resist ... he
greeted Marvin in the winners circle
with a big sign saying .... 2001!

Watch Wind Chill

All too often we hear on the news
that a lost child or hunter has been
found either dead, or needing
hospitalization, due to hypothermia.
Hypothermia is subnormal body
temperature, caused when the
person is chilled to the point where
the body cannot produce enough
heat to counteract the surrounding
temperatures.
Sometimes it seem as though the
weather conditions at the time the
person was lost were not cold enough

w a r r in g t o n

to cause this terrible chilling.
However, the actual air tem
perature can be misleading, as wind
can drastically intensify the cooling
effect of even quite mild air tem
peratures.
As you can see, an air tem
perature of 20°F needs winds of only
15 miles per hour to produce a wind
chill of five degrees below zero, keep
the wind chill effect in mind when
taking a walk on a cold day or when
turning out livestock or pets.

I
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SHARLU

FARMS

Dear Friends,
Sharlu Farms takes great pleasure in an year olds in 1 9 8 5 . Come out and see their
nouncing its newest pacing stallion, CUCKOO foa ls! I f you want to breed to Big P ow er’s full
CLOCK. H e is the fastest son o f Meadow brother Big Towner it will cost you $ 2 0 ,0 0 0 .
Skipper to ever stand in New England, in fact Nevele Leader’s brother Landslide will cost
there are only a handful o f Meadow Skipper $ 7 ,5 0 0 . That is if you can get a booking
Our fa r m ’s trotting stallion is DRILL
sons standing anywhere in the United States
that are faster.
INSTRUCTOR. Most here agree he is the best
Read Dean H offm a n ’s classic article on bred and best trotting perform er in New
choosing a stallion in the N ovem ber issue o f England. Voted Horse o f the Year in Canada,
H oofbeats (Page 3 2 ) . H e interviews the most in a single season he earned over $ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 !
successful breeders. The message they deliver Though many long time breeders have come
is clear. B reed to a son o f Meadow Skipper if to Drill his first two years, we are not raising
you r mare crosses, and most importantly, his stud fee. It remains at $ 1 ,5 0 0 , affordable
breed to the fastest son and the one most to all. His fertility rate was 9 0 % in 1 9 8 4 . Is
the same true o f the trotting stallion you bred
dominant on the racetrack.
Study the race credentials o f all Meadow to last year?
Fertility rates are perhaps the most impor
S kip per sons you can breed to in New
England. Only CUCKOO CLOCK raced and tant measure o f a farm. In 1 9 8 4 we had a 92%
won on the Grand Circuit. His mile record o f conception rate! Can the farm you bred to in
1 :5 4 is m ore than a second faster than Charo’s 1 9 8 4 make this statement? Did you ex
Skipper. Three seconds faster than most perience a sad situation o f not getting your
others. H e paced 1 0 miles better than 1 :5 6 ! mare in fo a l? Or is it taking many many extra
CUCKOO CLOCK has earnings approaching weeks to do so while incurring high board and
$ 2 6 3 ,0 0 0 , almost ten times the other Meadow vet bills? This will not happen at Sharlu!
P lea se stu d y the en c lo se d p r o file o f
S k ip p e r loca l s ta llio n s ! E arnings ac
CUCKOO
CLOCK. We fee l when you see the
com plished in ju st a fe w years! This outstan
ding race ability will be passed onto his foals. superb perform er he was, you will join with
H ow much m oney did the stallion you bred to many others. Breeding your mare is an impor
tant decision. Get all the facts and remember
last year w in?
W e urge you to act now and call us fo r a what the experts say. H e paced five miles in
breeding contract. CUCKOO CLOCK is a 1 :5 5 or better. Ten in 1 :5 6 or better. He did it
superb looking individual. H e stands well over on a ll s i z e t r a c k s . R e m e m b e r m o s t
1 6 hands. Come out to the farm and see fo r Massachusetts and New England Sulky Cham
yourself. You have the opportunity to breed to pionship races are on small tracks. H e has a
the fastest Meadow Skipper son in this area half mile record o f 1 :5 7 .4 ! This ability will be
passed on to his foals. Did the horse you breed
fo r a $ 1 ,0 0 0 introductory fee.
D o not fo rg et the other stallions at our farm. to in 1 9 8 4 have a half mile record? Was it
Com bined they are the best team in New 1: 57 . 4 ?
CUCKOO CLO CK ’S foals are eligible to the
England. I f you have an outcross mare, you
cannot do any better than BIG P O W E R and $ 4 0 0 ,0 0 0 Massachusetts Sire Stakes and the
N EV ELE LEAD ER . Their first crop are two New England Sulky Championship.

Sharlu Farms, Inc.
ROUTE 6 3

•

LEVERETT, MA O 1054

OFFICE: 2 0 W ASH IN GTON AVENUE CHELSEA, MA O215O

TELEPHONE: ( 6 1 7 ) 8 8 9 - 1 1OO TELEX: 94-O6O8
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CAREER PROFILE OF CUCKOO CLOCK

Ve are confident no stallion in New England has com
parable racing credentials. At last you have the opportunity
to breed locally to a Grand Circuit performer. Look at the
times he paced on all size tracks!
At 3 he beat 18 horses with marks 1 :5 5 or better! A t 4,
13 such horses!
He paced in 1 :5 3 .4 on a mile track! 1 :5 4 .4 on a Vath!
1 :5 6 on a lA2 mile!
Cuckoo Clock's bottomline is most impressive. His dam,
Miss Blue Jay, was a stakes winner. She is the dam o f 4 in
1 :5 9 , 6 in better than 2:O1. She earned almost $ 5 0 ,0 0 0
competing against top horses. Her foals have earned almost
$ 8 0 0 ,0 0 0 !
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As a 3 year old CUCKOO CLOCK had an outstanding
season. 2O times first or second. ( 9 wins 11 secon ds). H e
earned $ 2 1 2 ,1 3 3 !
H e was a Grand Circuit winner! H e won three legs o f the
North American Series, two legs o f the H opeful Series, and
a leg o f the Sagamore Hill.
R em em ber who he raced against! In the Prix d ’E te, one
o f the most prestigious Grand Circuit events, he was second
in both a heat and the final to Ralph H anover! The triple
crown winner who set many records during the year.
On a Va mile he won in 1 :5 7 .1 and raced timed in 1 :5 4 .3 !
On a
mile he won in 1 :5 7 .4 and raced timed in 1 :5 6 !

During his 3 year old season CUCKOO CLOCK beat or

H e Finished Second To:

finished in front of:

Ralph Hanover P, 3, 1:53.4 ($1,828,871) Alwin Steady P, 3, 1:53 ($414,989)
Tylers Brother P, 1:54.3 ($150,000)

Umbrella Fella P, 3, 1:53.1, Tl:52 ($650,000) Rashad P, 1:52.3 ($365,000)
Listening P, 1:53.2 ($150,000)
Raffi P, 1:53.3 ($306,000)
Paulsboro P, 3, 1:54.1 ($235,000)
Silver Dollar P, 3, 1:54.2 ($262,000)
Pearls Falcoln P, 1:54.2 (:$125,000
Ciudad Trujillo, P, 1:54.1 ($120,000)
Pet Hymn P, 1:54.2 ($210,000)
Happy Bibby P, 1:54.2 ($80,000)
Joule P, 3, T, 1:54.4 ($400,000)
Shock Treatment P, 1:54.4 ($100,000)
Strong Gerry P, 1:54.4 ($100,000)
Vankirk P, 3, l:5 5 f ($550,000)
Great Nero P, 3, 1:55/ ($350,000)
Silent Al P, 3, T, 1:55 ($215,000)
GE s Romanero P, 1:55H ($150,000) Wind Damage P, 3, T, 1:55 ($200,000)
Jonathan P, 3, 1:55.1 ($363,000)
Torino Lobell P, 1:55 ($160,000)
Torino Lobell P, 1:55 ($160,000)
Cullin P, 1:55 ($80,000)
Willow Bowl P, 3, 1:55.1 ($130,000)
Ticket to Ride P, 1:55.2 ($830,000)
Spinster Anna P, 1:55.2 ($170,000)
Conventioneer P, 3, 1:55.2 ($150,000)
Luddel Hanover P, 1:55, 3f ($213,000)
Witsend Fella P, 1:55.3 ($140,000)
Ian Hanover P, 3, 1:56.1 ($130,000) Vacs Happy Cres P, 1:56.2 ($200,000)
Pride and Price P, 1:56.4 ($380,000)

CUCKOO CLOCK was not limited to ju st one excellent
season. This year at 4, he raced against the best aged pacers
in the sport. No other local stallion raced with the same
competition. H e beat or finished in fron t o f:
Energy Burner P, 3, T 1:53.1 ($700,000)
Raffi P, 1:53.2 ($306,000)
Bret Lobell P, 1:53.4 ($200,000)
Albus P, 1:54 ($400,000)
Hastie Luca P, 1:54 ($130,000)
Silver Dollar P, 3, 1:54.2 ($262,000)
Pet Hymn P, 1:54.2 ($210,000)
Morning Breeze P, 1:54.4 ($ 250 ,0 00)
Great Nero P, 3, l:5 5 f ($350,000)
Silent AL P, 3, T1.55 ($215,000)
Wind Damage P, 3, t:155 (200,000) Champagne Lobell P, 1:55.1 ($120,000)
Willow Bowl P, 1:55.1 ($130,000)
Slap Happy P, 1:55.3 ($460,000)
Galion Skipper P, 1:56.1 ($130,000)
Ian Hanover P, 1:56.1 ($130,000)
Time to Cash P, 1:56.3 ($450,000)
Ray's Roughneck P, 1:56.3 ($200,000)
Money Machine P, 1:56.3 ($80,000)
His P, 1:56.3 ($120,000)
Brisk Air P, 1:57 ($335,000)
Andre Hanover P, 3, 1:57.I f ($130,000)

Tap
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MASSACHUSETTS SIRE STAKES
LIST MARES BRED 1984

AMERICAN SHADOW
All of Best
Ripping Nancy
J.R.’s Shirley
Skipper’ s Fancy
Yankee Knox
Miss Nova Scotia
Fulmini’ s Sister
BEAU CHANCE
Kim Lynn
Mighty Tar Sal
Curley Patch
Skipper’s Valentine
Ivi
BIG POWER
Baroness Jan
Berdicia Hanover
Elizabeth Ironstone
Game Mitz
Grateful Jaclyn
Adoo Bye Bye
Miss Freshman
Miss Mommy
Patrice Lobell
Skipper Del Mar
Steady Sis
Treasure Lobell
Tropical Sis
BONNIE TIME BOY
Holiday Butler
Avalon Amy
Hur-ray Chris
Megan Scott
Farrior Jennifer
Stormy Arlene
Lady Rica
BRET’S CHAMP
Skylab O.B.
Linda Bayama
Jenifer Blue Chip
Kona
Sutton Misty
Little Bay Slice
Armbro Twilla
Nib’s Sister
Postnkill Nicole
Jay Jay’s Gal
Supple Trick
Peter’s Best
Classic Tammy
Pagentry
Sadie Frost
Sapporo
CAVALCADE
Mighty Elm Bryd
Going Steady
Vesta’s Dream
Lady Etta
Matron
Winsome.Jet
Beau Time
Christmas Time
Ole’ Lobell
Cory’s Pony
Queenly Joy
Huldah’s Hope
Sadie Crane
Peggy Liz
Red Silk GB
Benita Chief
Win Me
Dosie Dares
Daisies Never Tell
Dream Lady
Kim A Kim
Rocky Candy Mt.
Hd’s Magic
Captain Nancy Sue
After Lauren
Nardin’s Girl
Buttonwood Nina
Fly Fly Falin
Winn’s Tar Lady
Julie B Gold
Rustic Ginger Snap
Vickie H
Anta Lee
Knight Fall
Bill’s Princess

Petron Breezemor
Shaca Moraka
CINDY’S BAND
Tarlu
Skipper’s Queen
Reine De Chance
Chocolate Float
Farmar’s Dream
COMMAND PERFORMER
Oily Baby
COPTER LOBELL
Border Angel
Justathrill
Keystone Goody
Keystone Lilith
Live Bait
Luv Paloma
Lynnie
Miss Count Gallon
Sc alone Hanover
Vi Mae
Bright Hanover
Cartagene
Hypercon
Lively Ann
Marguita
May Sampson
Samantha Victorie
Sheila’s Girl
CHARO’S SKIPPER
Affectionate
Angela Mia
Armbro Babs
Armbro Bonita
Arrogant Mili
Ata Karen
Cortessa Hanover
Darting Dartha
Flyaway Vicky
Foolish Bid
Fulla’s Fling
Happy Together
Jef’s Humidity
Joanette Hanover
Laperla
Laugh A Lot
Liz Lou
Luxury Hanover
Marshalette
Maville Hanover
Mid Spike
Miss Maybelle
Miss Star Bullet
Nevele Tourist
Playgirl Blue Chip
Random Ellie
Sable Coat
Smoocher
Solid Fell
Speedy Pixie
Sweet Bar
Tuition Free
Yes Dear
Aces Over Ladys
Amesboro Randy
Awesome Ann
Brets Classy Lady
Bronte
Butter Quinton
C Me First
Che Rob Glen
Chita Heigh
Cocoa Square
Coral Cruller
Corkers Temper
County Fair
D I Emma
Effem
Fair Camelot
Final Decree
Fulla Rain
Glencoe Gina
Happy Dream Girl
Hawkeye Filly
Highland Wedding
Honey Spare Ribs
Irma Angus
Jeka
Joed

Judy’s Babi
Kathy Bengal
Keewaydin Winnie
Knight Whispers
Kwajalein
Lady B True
Lehigha
L G Adios
Little Kathy Byrd
Look Out Calgary
Mike Hunt
Miss Kelsey
Miss Wayne Hays
Miss Winnie T
Mitzi Paloma
Molly Collins
My Apologies
Naughty, Naughty
Nira’ sNyoka
Norse Star
Painter’s Model
Penny Bank
CORY
Grateful Laura
Whitney Frost
Sassafras Sue
Sweet Ellen B
Jolly Good
Prudence
Olga
Chuckamoon
DAMON BOB
Miss Bonnie Marie
Reba Kash
DAVID’S BOYCHICK
Myrtle’s Pride
Heritage Rosie
Hockomock Eve
DELALMAHURST
Tarr’s Commission
Daybreak’s Joy
DRILL INSTRUUCTOR
Baggette
Be Attentive
Di Winner
Golden Victory
HiBi
Lizzet Rodney
Oso Pure
Pearlie H’s Magic
Smokie’s Flurry
Sumac
Valiant Jubille
Wicked Miss Willie
Amexbro Sel
Mary Too
EGYPTIAN ACE
M.S. Raider
Roses Imp
FARM SUPER
Nakoa’s Fancy
FREEDOM BRET
Stilts Caton
Searus Girl
Pocono Mamie
Pin Kay
Noble Deal
Swinging Beauty
Heritage Lil
FULLA CHASE
Florida Fran
FRONTIER KNIGHT
Piper Princess
HEGGIE’S RHETT
Little Lorac
Avalon Amy
Ellie O’Brien
Janent
GUV
Na Koa
County Lu
Burbank Lass
H-PICKUP
My Decision
Lady Royal
Little Miss Cynte
J.P. BUTLER
Miss Rose O

GOOD KNIGHT STAR
Orianna’s Ann
Darcy Song
Solomn’s Pride
Statly Fire
Rebbeca May
Mini View
Miss McKay
K.C. THREE
Lady Candace
Flaming Scarlet
KEYSTONE WINNER
Queen Ora
Valid Bet
Precious Grape
KILEY MORAKA
Bristol Carrie
Jefferson Star
Miss Roma Jack
Pacealong Sadie
Sumptous
MAXIE HANOVER
J.M. Joanne
Bet Precious
Happy Harmony
Certainity N
Amy J
Carrie Catt
Precious Polly
Ding Ding
MILES END STEVE
Knight Belle
Miles End Ida
Lookin Laura
White Jazz
Wooden Spoon
Sutton Suzie
Shopping Spree
Steady Hoot
J.M. Plenty
Long Awaited Lady
White Oringal
Ideal C
Cent From Heaven
Maiden Star
Arda Senator
Eye’s Lady
Branch of Irish
White Ice
Virtueous
Julie Ooley
MOST HAPPY HARVEY
Tarport Tara
Pattie Worthy
MOUNTAIN SKIPPER
Triple H. Conna
Cautious Star
Mountain Jill
Fanny Lee
Miss Janet G.
Classy Hope
Columbia Brenna
Sutgar’s Lisa
Lincoln’s Galaxy
Butler’s Surprise
Sneakin Sally
C.S. Cindy
Lady Gray
Echo Nancy
Tipwitchit
Amy Star
MS. Moxie
Most Happy Pam
NEVELE LEADER

Hot Lips
Racey Lynn
Saratoga Sonnent
Amorous Hanover
Joyless Wicked
Oh Say What
Nero Rivage
Tanta Lobell
Toni Lynn
OLYMPIC TORCH
Steam Heat
Last Recording
Groton Miss
Fifi Brewster

Ophelia Bust
Happy Barbara
Buck Eye Honey
Inviolable
Cinq A Sept
Tammy
Artie Flower
Avon Tarkit
Majestic Ginny
OVERLAND HANOVER
Candy Bitts
Terror Stricken
Sweet Surrender
Watergate Time
Martha Watergate
POMP
Sturdy Branda
Merry Tag
RE B E LB R E T
Just Mite
Charlene Sue
Nob’s Sister
ROMAN KEY
Champagne Flight
B’ s Aim
Olinda
The Consort’s Dolly
Happy Hostess
Cloverly Star
Triple H. Nancy
Angelic Hanover
Crane Hill Ilisa
Charissma Lass
Maude Knight
Charming Notice
Derringer
Summer Idyol
Bad Gait Sis
ROYAL PRINCE
Fair Dotty
Whiz
Little Lady Luck
J.M. Flo
Vixen Victory
Never Happen
Flo’s Bunny
Jolly Boni Revonah
SAND MONACH
Nola Adios
SPEED AYRE
Mummy Lu
Midnight Lucy
Irish Luck
SURFER SCOTT
Harvard Girl
Bye Bye Pixie
Checkeeta Hanover
Bot O Class
STEADY BULLET
Dana Lee
Darlene’s Dream
TNT’S BAMBINO
Saratoga Maiden
Simple Sis
Problem Child
Snow Flurry
For Fun
Dell’s Belle
Pine Island
Tiogas Petal
Jo Jo Worthy
Maudene N.
Rodney’s Jewell
Charming Notice
TRAVIS LOBELL
Iona Senator
Babe Bob Collins
Rock Maple Starr
Furman’s Pussycat
Sweet Brenda
Arcolase
Bret’s Miss W
Herbars Blossom
U.F.O. VOLITA
K I Little Love
WADE’S COUNTY
Chamade
Maggie
Becky Bumpas
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Top Performers of ’84 — Foxboro
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By KC JOHNSON
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Dates for the 1985 racing meeting at Foxboro are as
follows:

January 25 Through December 29, 1985
Excluding:

Several sterling performances
Were turned in at Foxboro during
1984, as many horses, drivers, and
trainers excelled. The following is a
Profile of some of these performers.
Unquestionably the top MSS horse
Was Richelieu Charter, who is
owned, trained, and driven by Gary
Mosher
of
Oakland,
Maine.
Richelieu Charter, a three-year-old
colt pacer, had six MSS starts, won
all of them, and earned over $50,000
on the circuit for the year. The
fastest non-stakes three-year-old
Was Governor Arthur, who was
victorious in 1:57.1 (the second
fastest mile of the year) in a leg of
the Simon Bishop Memorial Series.
The top three-year-old trotter was
another stakes performer, T.C.’s
Lancelot (Roman Key-Champagne
Plight), who, like Richelieu Charter,
Won all six Foxboro legs.
Three horses shone in the trotting
Scene. The first of these was John
Hogan’s Quick Trip, a four-year-old
blare whose fastest trotting mile of
the year was 2:01.1. When Hogan
moved on, however, so did his mare.
She was highly successful, gaining
national accolades for her per
formances. Wendell Donaway’s
Fairfield County (Speedy CountKenmar Kate), a half-sister to K.C.
Three, earned over $40,000 while
equaling Bee Sting’s trotting track
record (2:02) at Scarborough and
spending a good deal of time at the
metropolitan tracks. When she did
return to Foxboro, however, her
miles were superb. The best trotter
on the grounds proved to be Ernie
Houle’s The Lively One, who trotted
Hie two fastest miles (2:01 and
2:00.4) of the year while earning
over $20,000. Amongst the trotting
Newcomers, two Maine-based horses
Were
noticed:
Frankenshaw
(Songcan-Miss Windy Jamie), who
spent most of his year at Scar
borough but did venture southward
occasionally, and Long Hill Speedy
(Speedy
Hanover-Speedy
Con
tralto). Driven by Paul Battis, Long
Hill Speedy rarely finished out of the
top three while spending most of the
summer at Scarborough and most of
the fall at Foxboro. Her mark was
2:03.
Several pacers had excellent
years. Among these would have to
be the Kevin Reilly — owned Outer

(a ) All Mondays and Wednesdays except May 27 and September 2.
(b ) Easter Sunday, April 7.
(c) Tuesdays, April 2, April 9, April 16, April 23-plus all Tuesdays,
January-February-March-November-and December.
(d ) Thursdays, February 7 and November 28, all Thursdays in January.

;Sea, the fastest pacer (1:56.4) at
Foxboro this year. After his spurt in
May, however, he did not race
nearly as well. Also included is
Broadway
Premier
(NeroTOTAL: 220 racing days.
Broadway Starlet). Owned by Roger
Slobody, Broadway Premier earned
$44,087 and took a mark of 1:58.2 in
1983, while in 1984 he earned over Sundays from January 27 through May 12 inclusive are matinees. All others
$30,000 and was probably the most are evening performances.
consistent
preferred.
With
a
seasonal mark of 1:58.4, Broadway
Premier also won the Governor’s
Pace, Midsummers’ Classic, and
FOXBORO...Foxboro Raceway announced its final driver and trainer standings for its
New Englander Pace at Scar 1984
harness racing m eeting today. The standings as of and including Decem ber 30,1984 are
borough Downs. Gawain Butler as follows:
notched $29,766 in earnings and ten
LEADING DRIVERS*
wins in just twenty-nine starts. He
starts
points
1st
2nd
3rd
avg.
took a mark of 1:58 for the second
1. David Pinkney Jr.
480
82
103
82
1583
.366
straight year. Other horses who
2. Peter Blood
364
72
59
49
1090
.333
excelled during 1984 included
3. Willard Beckwith
485
52
79
81
1268
.291
Remarkable N., Charmax, Hillbilly
4. Steven LeBlanc
988
153
150
127
.282
2508
Ore, and Ensign O’Brien.
5. Steven O’Toole
407
57
69
58
1032
.282
The top claimer was, obviously,
6. John Marshall
546
86
70
67
.270
1325
7. Robert Tisbert
711
113
78
91
1680
.263
Majestic
Yankee
(Nero-Whata
8. Bert Beckwith
868
112
123
126
2001
.256
Yankee), who won eleven con
9. Richard Pugliese
885
117
129
108
2022
.254
secutive races while improving from
750
108
86
99
.252
1699
a $2500 claimer to a $15,000 claimer. 10. David Marshall
LEADING TRAINERS*
He took a mark of 1:58.3 before
starts
2nd
1st
3rd
points
avg.
moving on to Monticello. The best
1. Steve Zajchowski
317
44
58
60
954
.334
comeback was that of Wendell
2. Leonard LeBlanc
514
80
91
1394
73
.301
Donaway’s K.C. Three, who injured
3. Bert Beckwith
474
67
85 .
73
1247
.292
4. Richard Kent
221
31
31
26
530
.266
his leg after just one start in 1983,
5. Richard Plante
237
38
23
35
562
.263
won three races and placed five
6. Lawrence MacDonnell
.253 v
^
245
36
30
28
558
times in twelve 1984 starts. He
7. Ken Heeney
231
32
28
28
512
.246
earned $15,170. The 1984 season’s top
8. Basil Aldrich, Jr.
454
62 •
50
983
.241
55
9. Ken Folkes
newcomer was Bo Scot’s Blue
234
27
25
26
446
.212
LEADING DASH DRIVERS*
(Precious Fella-Bo Scot’s Ann).
wins
Driven by Peter Blood, Bo Scot’s
153
Blue had ten wins in seventeen 1. Steve LeBlanc
117
starts, a rpark of 1:58, earned over 2. Richard Pugliese
Robert Tisbert
113
$22,000, and "ended the year as a 3.
4. Bert Beckwith
112
preferred.
5. David Marshall
108
Steve LeBlanc easily emerged as *220 Starts Minimum
the top dash driver; he had over 150
wins. Richard Pugliese edged out
Robert Tishert, Bert Beckwith, and
Dave Marshall for second place.
First place in the UDR standings
went to Dave Pinkney, Jr. (.362),
with Peter Blood (331) second. They
3, 2:05.2h 4, 2:02.4f
were the only two drivers with a
UDR of over .300, as Willard Beck
with (.295) was third.
(Lindy’s Pride-Song Festival-Speedster)
Steve’s father, Leonard, was the
top dash winner, with nearly 80
Furman’s Folly’s first season at stud. In 1980, he was April Championship
victories. Bert Beckwith placed
second with Basil Aldrich, Jr. third. Trot Final winner at Saratoga and was voted “ 3 Year Old Trotter of the
Steve Zojchowski (.336) had the best
UDR average amongst trainers with Year'’ bv Saratoga Chapter of U.S. Harness Writers Association.
Leonard LeBlanc (.301) second.

BROODMARE TO LEASE
For 1985-86 Season. Due To Foal 4/18/85

Call: Dave DeLisle

*-,v **•' 617-4547864 - : - :....... — * *

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL!

FURMAN’S FOLLY

Stud Fee $750.

All Foals are eligible to N.Y.S.S.

CROSS CREEK FARM
East Nassau,
N.Y.v . 518-766-5580
■ ■^ > -•»■ .
*4
i
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PETER HANLEY III

The Trotting Stallion

GUV 3,2:05.2.
(Regal Pick-Crash Diet)
Fee: $750 (live foal)
And The Pacing Stallion

MAXIE HANOVER
Personality Profile
FOXBORO, Mass. — Did you
know that you can go to college to
learn how to become a racetrack
administrator or racing official?
Well, you can. Peter Hanley, fifth
in the line of succession in the wellknown Gardiner racing family
consisting of five boys and two girls,
took that route and landed at Fox
boro Raceway as assistant in just
about every racing department.
Peter,
the
assistant
racing
secretary, helps in the Paddock on
race nights, and as the stall man
puts away the horses. Fortunately,
he lives right on the grounds in a
room four doors down the row from
the racing secretary’s office in the
building that houses the racing
department in the stable area. So he
is able to hit the ground running at
the first twinkling of the morning
sky.
Racing Secretary Rick Stroud —
and just about everybody else, in
cluding the horsemen — keeD Peter
running the rest of the day until
around midnight, when the lights go
off on the Foxboro Raceway racing
strip. Running, that is, unless an
emergency arises. Then you’ll see
him bouncing around on a three
wheeled motorcycle.
He does all this with a wide smile
that has won him many friends since
he arrived here last May to take up
the chores of being the stall man, a
post not very high in the pecking
order of racing, particularly for one
who had attended the University of
Arizona.
But it is his willingness to do
whatever is asked of him around the
track that has earned him a
reputation as a young man to keep
an eye on in the racing industry.
The Hanleys have been owners
and breeders of horses since 1972.
Among them was Luck Ahead, who
had a production record of five
straight winners, including Luck’s
Lazy Lady, the star of the Maine
Sires Stakes, and a winner recently
in the fastest time of her career.
Why then didn’t Peter turn to a
training and or driving career, the
usual route for “ Mainiacs” ?
“ Well,” said Peter, “ when I was
growing up I didn’t get to go to the

From Portland Sunday Telegram

By TOM SHEHAN
races as much as I would have liked
to because of my brothers and
sisters ahead of me. I can remember
throwing a few tantrums because I
wanted to go to the races, but they
never did me any good. With
chickens, turkeys, and 40 cows to be
taken care of — in addition to the
horses — there was plenty of work to
be done around the farm, and
somebody had to help out. We
couldn’t all go to the races every
time we had a horse racing.
“ When I heard about the
University of Arizona setting up its
program I elected to go that route. I
applied for admission, and was ac
cepted. I majored in Agricultural
Animal Sciences, and attended the
four racing administration seminars
held during the time I was in Tuc
son.”
Peter got his degree with the Class
of ’83. The next thing was to find a
job because candidates are waiting
in line at most tracks. He wrote
letters, made phone calls, but he
didn’t land this one until last May.
Then came a call from Tim
Rooney, president of Yonkers
Raceway, who was selecting a
management team to send to
Foxboro Raceway to take over the
management of that plant leased by
his friends, the Sullivans (of the
Patriots fame), from the previous
owners. Executive Director Gary
Admundson of the University of
Arizona’s racing program had not
forgotten his eager-beaver student
from Maine.
Peter’s background includes a
diploma from Gardiner High School
in 1979, where he was an AllConference middle guard in football
and was ranked second to Mike
Brown of Belfast in the statewide
wrestling standings. As a result of
the family work program at home
and the aforementioned athletic
pursuits in high school. Peter has a
pair of shoulders that would fit an
oxen yoke. Obviously, he is built for
the demands of the kind of work he is
involved in. At the ripe old age of
twenty-three, the racing world is
now his oyster and it is up to him to
open it up and enjoy it.

Be Ready For Spring Racing!
Break And Train In A Farm Atmosphere
Located Short Distance From Saratoga. Quality Care!

Contact: Bruce Bentley
Tel. 518-632-5456 After 6:00 P.M.
<S-*4***i>

p. 2 :0 2

(Tar Heel-Mitzy Hanover)
Fee: $1,000.00 (Live Foal)
Will Stand For The 1985 Breeding Season At

SHARP LEE FARM
Contact: Alfred Pineault Or Don Guidette Jr.
Royalston Rd. South.

Winchendon, Mass. 01475

Tel. 617-297-1159
Eligible to Mass. Sire Stakes and New England Sulky Championships*
"■(Pending Mare Registration)
O O Q O Q Q Q Q Q QQQOQQOOQQOOOOQOQOQQOQQQOOOQO

Broodmare Of The Month
Breeding horses is more art than
science, and in the economics of the
‘80s you need a minor in Economics
to go along with a “ ouiji board.” No
mare typlifies the Knack of turning
sand into gold more than Tiffany
Hanover. She was Hanover-bred to
be sure, but possessed only fringe
credentials, she by Bill Gallon and
out of a Mr. McElwyn mare. Like so
many other “ twilight-zone” horses
she found a home. Tiffany Hanover
earned a two year old trot mark and
was an honest race mare. Charlie
Keller made her a Yankee and
mare, and retained her till the end.
She was bred to less than
fashionable trotters in all but her
final two breedings, and she
returned a racehorse each year save
one exported, instead. All totaled,
ber four trotters and six pacers
earned an average of $20,000,
tempting, but not adequately an
swering the bill collector’s knock at
the door. Smooth Yankee went to
Europe, Star Valley trotted the
fastest, but it was Kenmar Kate who
carried the fam ily.!
Like many norses in the family
she passed to James A. Marshall of
Washington D.C., and like her dam
she was sent to a pacer. While Tif
fany Hanover was producing Supple
Yankee under the cover of Adios
Don, Kenmar Kate proved with Bad
Dude, p,2:00.3 that she indeed
could pass on speed, even through
the blood of Lehigh Hanover.
Kenmar Kate was switched to her
genetic inheritance and bred to
Speedy Count and Speedy Crown.
The first , a filly, never raced. The
second trotted enough to bank
$55,000.
And then came K.C. Three. Adios
Yic.had his export papers. Through

Kenmar Kate

no fault of his own this stout son of
Adios was sent to Australia to make
room for sons of Meadow Skipper.
But he was just the kind of horse this
family has clung to for four con
secutive generations.
K.C. Three started winning as a
two year old, and when he visited
New England he repeatedly topped
the best horses in the region. His
bankroll approaches $300,000 and he
sports a 1:57 mark.
Kenmar Kate was far from
finished. Yet another trotting bred
filly, this one a Speedy Crown, never
raced, then Fairfield County added
a top flight trotter to match the
stellar pacer from the dam. When
Maine needed a trotter to take down
the initial $10,000 Legislator race at
Scarborough
Downs,
Fairfield
County took time off a Roosevelt
schedule to get the job done.
Another Adios Vic earned a 2:00
speed badge, and two Foxboro
owned colts have yet to race, but it is
clear that the managers of Kenmar
Kate were able to strike paydirt, by
breeding to the right upwardly
mobile sire to improve both the
mare and the sire.
Incidentally Supple Yankee, that
Adios Don half-sister is owned by the
same breeders and produced South
Norwalk to the cover of Laverne
Hanover.
These mares a^e the backbone of
the sport, and Tie bane of the
commercial breeaers. When Ken
mar Kate or Supple Yankee hits, the
investment is manageable and the
return is satisfying , for when K.C.
Three or Fairfield County win, they
are beating the big boys, and
proving that “ blue blood” alone does
not get you to the winners circle.
M-':-; By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
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C A V A L C A D E (Meadow Skipper-Golden Miss)

Sire Of (21) In 2:00 Including:
Famous Cade p, 1:55.2
Reveille Rebel p, 1:56.3
Marathon Star p,l:57
French Leave p, 1:57.1
Metro Cal p, 1:57.2
Prissy BB p, 1:57.3
Racing Valor p, 1:58.2
Decorated Hero p, 1:58.4
Wood Ford p,l:59
Walkaround Money p,1:59.1

Standing At:
TUFTS VETERINARY SCHOOL
No. Grafton, MA

617-839-5302

Swift Britches p,1:59.1
Every Move p, 1:59.3
Engamernedgekol p, 1:59.3
Tartan Tan p, 1:59.4
Recorded p, 1:59.4
Cavalcade of Stars p, 1:59.4
Anchor Miller p, 1:59.4
Magic Mate p,2:00
Golden Eclipse p,2:00
Distant Land p,2:00

John Kunkel-Pres./Treas.
Joseph Kunkel
Janies Kunkel
Paul Ducharme-Gen. Mgr.

Contact:
MEADOWBROOK FARM
Dudley, MA

617-943-2706

AU foals eligible to the Breeders Crown,, Massachusetts Sires Stakes, I\ew England Sulkv Championships and the Grand Circuit
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. . . . . . .ANNUAL MEETING 1985

NEW H A M PH IR E SIRE STAKES
AWARD OF RECOGNITION
Thomas Shehan

Highway Hotel, Concord, New Hampshire
Saturday, January 5,1985
W AVERLY'S NERO -

Bob King

Shehan Honored In New Hampshire
BO SCOT'S BLUE -

D R IV E R AW ARD -

Ron Sandstrom

Leigh Fitch

NEW E N G L A N D S U LK Y C H A M P IO N S H IP AW ARD

CORAL R ID G E -

Michelle T e fft

By JEAN EMERSON
Tom Shehan, who was honored then on to become the first executive
recently
at
the secretary of Harness Horsemen
U.S.T.A./S.B.O.A.N.H. banquet in International, where he edited and
Concord, N.H., is without question a published the “ International Trotter
living legend. In 70 plus years he has and Pacer.”
Racing laid claim to this feisty
accomplished,
capably
and
satisfyingly, that which he set out to little Irishman first as a writer and
do over sixty years ago. With an columnist then as a direct con
ambition to be a sportswriter he has nection. He has worn many hats —
steward,
judge,
and
finally
encompossed much, much , more.
Born
and
educated
in manager; encompassing and phases
Massachusetts, Tom worked for the
thoroughbred, harness and dog
Salem Sunday Tribune while still in of
high school. AIter graduation he racing. Wheeling Downs, Lincoln
Georgetown
Raceway,
attended Higgins Classical Institute Downs,
Downs,
Hinsdale
in Maine, then back to St. John’s Scarborough
Raceway
—
have
all
been
some
Prep School in Danvers where he fashion within the domain in
of
Tom
served as a Boston Globe reporter.
Shehan.
Presently
he
is
serving
as
Shehan went on to complete an
enviable record with the Danvers consultant to the Sullivans of Hin
Herald, Lynn Telegram News, sdale, who have assumed control of
Boston Evening Transcript and Foxboro Raceway management. It
Boston Evening American
in is more than coincidental that in
Massachusetts;
the
Morning short order the southern Mass, track
a seasonal high closer of
Telegraph in New York; the Miami had
$457,000.
Daily News in Florida;
the
Tom Shehan has the capability of
Nationwide News in Chicago and discovering
opportunities
that
finally to publish and edit his own others often overlook.
He
is
a
master
newspapers, the Derry News and
Enterprise in New Hampshire.
at publicizing and promoting — it is
Tom Shehan was also most ac his
forte.
When
seeking
a
complished in the magazine world. knowledgeable source one cannot do
During World War II he served in better than Shehan be it racing,
Africa, Italy and Japan as a staff football, baseball, golf; whatever.
correspondent for the famous Army He has outlasted most of his con
weekly, “ Yank” and then returned temporaries and reigns supreme —
to be its sports editor in New York. as he accepts new challenges daily,
Following this stint he served as not dwelling on the past, but looking
Editor and publisher of The Hor forward with anticipation to the
semen’s Journal for fifteen years, future.

DISTIN G U ISH ED SERVICE AWARD

Commissioner Stephen Taylor

NEW HAM PSHIRE
DARK ISLAND LAD

SIRE STAKES AWARDS HarnessNew$Jan 85 Pa9e”

2 Yr. Trotting Colt

RAM BLING COUNT

3 Yr. Trotting Colt

R IV-LEA SNOWFLAKE 2 Y r. Trotting Filly

RIV-LEA POWER

Yr. Filly Pacer

■

JUMP!N^JUDO „

M R. SCOTTY MAC

2 Y r. Colt Pacer

.

m

m

^ 3 Yr. Filly Pacer

NEW HAM PSHIRE SIRE STAKES D R IV E R

Thomas McNamara
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YOUNG MEADOW FARM
Presents For 1985

CHARO’S SKIPPER
(Meadow Skipper p,1:55.1— Charo p.2,2:05.3h 3,1:57.1 — Best 01 All p,1:56.2 )
Fee — $1,000

Charo’s Skipper — the fastest race-record son of Meadow Skipper standing in New England, wins out of the eight hole at the Meadowlands in 1:55.2 on Max 51, 1985.

THIS STUD’S FOR YOU!

COPTER LOBELL 2,201.23T1;574
(Speedy Somolli 1:55 —

Connie Lobell 2,2.07.2 3,2:06.4h —

From the same cross that produced FANCY CROWN 3,1:53.4 fastest 2

Fee -

no

Noble V illo n 1:55.3 )

trotter and fastest filly trotter of all time.

$1,500

YOUNG MEADOW FARM
Member
Massachusetts Standardbred Breeders

&

Owners Association

Owners: William And Mary Young
For More Information Contaet:

Ernie Houle, Manager
111 INorth Maple Street

Hadley, Mass. 01035

Telephone: (413) 549-3900

All Foals Eligible To Mass. Sire Stakes And New England Sulky Championships

}
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Young Meadow Farm receives letters from patrons ....
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Foxboro — Seasonal Review

By KC JOHNSON

K.C. Three wins at Foxboro on Dec. 9 for trainer/driver Wendell Donaway and owner James Marshall.
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1984 was a traumatic year at
Foxboro, as the track went through
three different operating teams, a
horseman’s strike, and a series of
defections by top horsemen, in
cluding John Hogan, Gary Kamal,
and
William
Parker,
Jr.
Nonetheless, the year ended very
well, with large handles in the final
nights.
The year opened with Morning
Breeze (Nero-Mini Yankee) and
Peter Blood, who won the first three
perferreds by substantial margins.
Charm ax won the month’s only
other featured race in 2:00 flat. He
also recorded two seconds. January
also marked the beginning of a fiverace win streak for Joseph Mar
shall’ s
Gone
By
(ByegoneAttractive A dios).
February was a light racing
month with two exceptions. One was
a $7000 Invitational won by Morning
Breeze over J.C. Baron and Gone
By. Also, on February 19, long-time
New England favorite Bucky Day
was honored by Foxboro with a
plaque and a racing day dedicated in
his honor. Day recorded two wins
including one aboard 20-to-l Hasty
Yankee. During February Gawain
Butler returned to the races after a
five-month layoff and notched a
2:01.4 win.
Charmax, Pop Star (Mountain
Skipper-Amy Star), and Tom Mc
Namara’s Ensign O’Brien shared
top honors during March. Charmax
copped two more preferreds and two

more seconds while increasing his
1984 earnings to $20,700 by the end of
March. Ray Tremblay’s Pop Star
also won two featured races, and
missed beating Charmax in another
by just a neck. Ensign O’Brien also
won two (the fastest in 2:004.) in his
first four starts of the year.
Broadway Premier and McGarret
N. also came out of wintering during
March, but could only manage one
win between them for the month.
The top horse of April was
Majestic
Yankee
(Nero-Whata
Yankee). A castoff from Maine,
Majestic Yankee, driven by Dave
Marshall, won three more races en
route to a record-setting eleven race
win streak. Morning Breeze also
returned to the races, winning two in
1:58.3 and 1:59.2. It was also during
April that driver Billy Parker
recorded his 2000th career win
aboard the pacer Ruckus.
May was the month of Outer Sea
(Nero-Rilma’s Dream), who had
perhaps the most spectacular month
in Foxboro history. Driven by
Wendell Donaway, Outer Sea
recorded three straight preferred
wins. The first was a narrow victory
over Cheviot in a lightning 1:56.4,
the fastest mile at Foxboro in 1984.
He also won his next two starts in
1:57.1 and 1:58.4, both over Meadow
Connors and Ensign O’Brien. By the
end of May, Outer Sea had amassed
over $25,000 in 1984 earnings at
Foxboro and Pompano. At this time,
also, the ownership of the track had

shifted to the Sullivans and
operation of the track to the
Rooneys.
June featured the finals of the
spring Mass. Sires’ Stakes, which
was doinated by Gary Mosher’s
Richelieu Charter (White RichelieuDoc’s Little Judy), who won all three
legs including the $40,000 seasonal
final. Superb amongst the higher
classes were Broadway Premier,
Maximotion, Sure Show, Hillbilly
Ore, and Stanford. Also during
June was an excellent trotting mile,
that by Ernie Houle’s The Lively
One who was victorious in 2:01.
During July good racing was not
at a premium, but the two top horses
were Peter Blood’s Broadway
Premier and Maximotion. The
stakes season shifted to the fairs, but
non-stakes horses were excellent.
Victorious
were
two-year-olds
Mamselle Hanover (2:01.2), Pierre
Lobell (2:00.1), and Particular
(2:03.1).
Early August marked the con
tinued dominance of Broadway
Premier and Hillbilly Ore. The
strike set in during mid-August,
however, and continued into early
September.
When racing resumed in Sep
tember, so did the Mass. Stakes. Top
horses included Farbro Surf, Bay
State Kate, Christopher John, T.C.’s
Lancelot, Wynn’s Mabel By, and, of
course, Richelieu Charter. On
September 6, The Lively One went
wire-to-wire in a seasonal best of

2:00.4, the fastest trotting mile in
New England in 1984.
October featured the finals of the
M.S.S. season, which were won by
Christopher
John,
(2-year-old
trotting), T.C.’s Lancelot (3-year-old
trotting), Farbro Surf (2-year-old
pacing), and Richelieu Charter (3year-old pacing). During October,
K.C. Three (Adios Vic-Kennar Kate)
returned to the races after a 15month layoff; he responded ad
mirably. The top horse, however,
during this period was Gawain
Butler
(Gawain
HanoverKeewaydin Es), driven by Dave
Pinkney, Jr.
November featured battles bet
ween four top horses: K.C. Three,
Gawain Butler, Disco Dancer N, and
Windfield Ore. The top miles of the
month were by K.C. Three (1:59)
and Gawain Butler (1:58, wire-towire). Also excellent early in the
month was Remarkable N.
December showcased much of the
same, although Windfield Ore
retired for the year and Disco
Dancer N. lost some of his sharp
ness. Gawain Butler notched three
wins (to have ten for the year), while
K.C. Three win two races to con
clude the 1984 season.
The year concluded with the
Sullivans (of Hinsdale) running the
track. The handle is on the rise
(closing night handle was well over
$400,000 — the highest handle in over
two years), and it certainly appears
as if Foxboro will recover from 1985.
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W ANTED IM M E D IA T E L Y

TAX SEMINAR AVAILABLE

Experienced 2nd Trainer and Groom to work at
present time on farm in New Jersey and race at
Meadowlands — later must travel Grand Circuit
and Stakes. Willing to pay transportation to New
Jersey if hired.

Those patrons interested in attending a one session Taxj
Information Seminar for Standardbred Owners conducted|
by Handover Associates — please indicate below:

Call: 617-469-2314 Anytime

i

Reply To: Adult Education Maplewood Ave. Biddeford, Maine 04005 Before Feb. 1
Mon.-Feb. 11. 1985 7 P.M.-9 P.M. No Charge - Complimentary Course
Names:

BROODMARE FOR LEASE
Nero Rivage p. 3, 2:04.1
Maine Turnpike — Exit 4

Biddeford, Mainej

(Nero-Afton Sandy-Jug Chief)
Six year old broodmare for ’ 85 breeding season. Her Nevele Leader colt
born May 10, 1984 was judged Reserve Champion at the New Hampshire
Standardbred Show this fall. Make an acceptable offer on him and you
could be a proud owner.

All Accounting Functions
Income Taxes
Syndications
We Specialize In Horse, Stable and Other Agricultural Enterprises
ta ll or Write
***

Will consider any reasonable agreement on mare lease.

Contact: Jerry McCall

Hand Over Associates
P.O. Box 3

Tel. 617-688-1381

BE WISE — AD VERTISE!

N. Monmouth, Maine 04265 Te. 207-933-4065

Call: 2 0 7 - 2 8 2 - 9 2 9 5

Contact Editor now to reserve advertising space fo r the months ahead. Avoid last minute preparation!

NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIPS
3 Yr. Old Sustaining Payment
Due Feb. 15

Gait Signify By (F) Filly Pacer
(T) Trotter
(C) Colt Pacer

Fee $200.00
Sire & Dam

Horse’sName

1._______
2 ________
3_________
P,

f ill

i t

V

L L llr lD lL ll I

D F n ilI R F M in V T S .
K L y tJ m & iT iiM lia .

1-Reeistered Stallion (State & Sulky Championship)
4-Two year old Sustaining Payment (Fee $100.00) March 15
2-Registered Mare (Sulky Championship Fee $15.00) Sept. 15 5-Three Year old Sustaining Payment (Fee $200.00) Feb. 15
6-Race in State Stakes as 3 Yr. Old
3-Yearling Nominations (Fee $25.00) May 15

Make Checks Payable To: N.E. SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP
c /o Robert Ferland
Box 799
Berwick, Me. 03901 *Please inform me

Signature
Address

or the new owner if you have sold your colt or filly

Phone

MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES
—

*

I 1

250,000

ESTIMATED PURSES FOE TROTTERS & PACERS
2 Yr. 01ds-$10.00

3 Yr. 01ds-$25.00

Continuation Fees Due Feb. 15
Name Of Entry

Age — Color —

Sex

Sire — Dam

Owner’s Name And Address

! i

V -

|

Make Checks Payable To:
Amount Enclosed: $________________
Entered
Maine State Harness Racing Commission State House Station 28 Augusta, Maine 04333

<0wner 0r A*en‘)

(If Space Is Not Sufficient Please Use Additional Sheet.)*.

Address____

New Multi-Million Dollar Clubhouse
Newly Reconstructed Racing Surface
New Cash-Sell Equipment (Trifectas)

Maine’s fastest hall-mile oval offers plenty of starts for your horses with estimated purses
of $2 million dollars, including Late Closers and Invitationals — May thru September.

Scarborough Downs is conveniently located directly oft Exit 6 — Maine Turnpike

